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Heart fund campaign
under way in Calloway

Vandy baseball squad
starts Taylor at first

See story on page 2

Hogan, MSU alumnus,
leaves Phillips Petroleum
See story on page 2
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News In Brief
Estimates say 400,000 Americans
infected with suspected AIDS virus

FRIDAY .AFTERNOON, FFAIHIL ARV 22, 1985

25c Per (op

Parks Board
reaffirms its
stand against
property sale

BOSTON (AP)- The medical cost of the AIDS epidemic will
exceed half a billion dollars this year, and a federal fund may be
necessary to pay for treatment of the catastrophic disease,
researchers conclude in a report issued today.
The researchers estimate that at least 400.000 people in the
United States have been infected so far with the suspected AIDS
By KEVIN BOWDEN
virus, HTLV-3. The disease is so new that no one knows what proStaff Writer
portion of these people will actually get AIDS,.or acquired imThe
Murray-Calloway
County
mune deficiency syndrome.
Parks Board has reaffirmed its
The researchers estimated that 409,000 people in. the Unitedf
stand against the sale of about
States have antibodies in their blood to HTLV-3. The presence 'of
four acres of park property to
these arititkoifieShidiCates that PeoPle have been infected with the
Howard Brandon, but did leave
virus, but it. doesn't necessarily mean that they'll get AIDS.
open an option to trade off the
People can carry the virus in their bodies* for many years
d.
before they get sick.
Chrisman, representing
Recent surveys show that the infection_ is spreading rapidly
the
local
chamber of commerce
among homosexuals who live in cities other than New York- and:
and acting as a liaison between
San Francisco. where the disease„was first concentrated.
the board and Brandon, met
"Given what is already known about the high and rising
with the parks board Thursday
seroprevaleheel blood evidence of HTLV-3 in known rtsk groups
-night.
In advocating the sale of
and the potential for spread to other populations, the implications
the property, located on U.S. 641
of the presence of this virus in a community are staggering," the
just north- of the Chestnut Hills
researchers wrote in the New England Journal of Medicine.
Shopping Center, Chrisman
The report, which summarized recent findings about the scope
pointed out that lithe property
of.the e_piderojc, was writtsq,.11oiyAlk._,Sh
on Pl. Ialpsspan
of
.
DOWnstatelVfettiCal Center
pnyste.....is
would begin plans as soon as
from the NationalInstitutes of Health.
possible to. build. a high-rise
"It is not unreasonable to estlinfte." the researchers wrote.
apartment complex with unils
"that AIDS will cost our society more than half a billion dollars
renting for "several hundred
during the next calendar year."
•
•
dollars
.
,a month."
Because money spent on AIDS must be allocated at the expense
Benelits of the project, accorof other health programs, they suggested setting up a national
ding to Chrisman, wOuld be
catastrophic fund for AIDS that would be similar to the federal
three-fold in that the five or sixEnd Stage Renal,Disease program, which provides dialysis antik
—
- -1--story-complex would create adtransplants for victims orkidney disease.
ditional income for the city and
''We're dealing with a real:enormous,new human tragedy that
county
and would make the prodeserves our fullest attention, regardless of our social or sexual
perty more attractive. The proorientation," Landesman said-in an interview. iert would also attract more
- AIDS is marked by the inability of the body's immune system
to resist disease Homosexuals. Haitians, abusers of injectable
drugs and hemophiliacs are most likely to get AIDS.
As-of Jan. 28..1985. AIDS had.struck 8.057 people and claimed
3,863 lives since June 1. 1981,,in -the United States, according to
the Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta.
•
_

-

KENTUCKY CLRTIFIEDCITY

Ed Chrisman nnt_with .the Murra-Callowav Count% Parks Board Thursday_night. atuk...6_shown-,_
,..:10-411"-sillitalrfottrwerts-S•611101411111kiirrly•fOrino`pOsed construction of a .
.high-rise apartment compleA'. •
Matt photo by Kevin Bowden

retirees to the- area, he said.
Board members, fearing the
sale ot property that could not be
regained, voiced their opposition to the sale. However. _they
said a possible trade-off of adjacent property might receive consideration by the board.
"It seems to me that the ball is

in Mr. - Brandon's court....If he
would present an offer we would
definitely consider it," said
Mark Blankenship, parks board
president_ _
-In other action, the parks
board formally named'the road
running through the MurrayCalloway County Park foi
:one of -

its board members who recently
died. Gil HOpson Drive will be
dedicated at the opening of the
park this summer.
'The-hoard also-Announced. it
will begin advertising for swimmnig pool personnel this month,
with applications to be received
through March:

Plan to market MCCH eyed by administration

Elsewhere.
-.
By The AakeeeliMed.Prn

MOSCOIS - Premier Nikolai Tikhotiov. in a prelude to a
speech reserved for President Chernenko,'34s—reason will
triumph"- at next nionth's Soviet-U.S. arms talks. Kremlin protocol stipulates that Chernentto should speak today,•and Soviet officials refuse to sax if their leader, said to be seriouSly ill, will
appear:
GRAND FORKS AIR FORCE BASE. %,D. -- Canadian and
American'anti-nulcear activists Plan to hold hand-s across. the
border in a demonstration against today's seoond test of a cruise
missile in Canadian air space in less than a
.• ALPINE. N.J. -Comedian Edcite Murphy rhay,be the biggest
box office draw this season, but -that doesn't sway Atli; local
, postmaster. In Alpine:a village 00.600 resident's that has no mail
delivery, the privilege of a post Office box is awarded strictly According to, seniority. Alpine, home to celebrities like Joe Piscopo
and Stevie-Wonder, has been dubbed-"Beverly Hills Eat."
MARIETTA. Ga; - The deportation of 23 Cubans - some of,
whom never had a minute of freedom in this country"- was
hopefully the first of A two-year series of flights to return 2:7410
refugess who fled the communist islandi,n 1980 and were welcomed to the United States by then-President-Jimmy Carter,.federal ,
officials said.

By KEVIN BOWDEN
Staff Writer
An intensified plan to market
- the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital is being implemented
by the hospital administration,
with several projects to increase
awareness of the hospital's activities being undertaken this

month.
The hospital board of commissioners met in regular session
Thursday night and were briefed by Administrator Stuart
Poston about such public relations tools as the Health
Express.
A doctor's office on wheels.

T

(Copt'd on page 2)

appear on TNNvith Donahue
FRANKFORT, Ky. I Al' - Gov. Martha Layne Collins ma
• be one of seven governors to appear Tuesday morning' on the
"Donahue" show to talk about
efforts to bring General Motors
Corp.'s new subsidiary. Saturn.
to the state.
A spokesman for Mrs. Collins
said she had "tentatively'•
agreed ..to appear, but a
spokeswoman- for 1,4.e Phil
Donahue talk show-said the
governor had decided to
participate.
Fourteen governors had been
invited to talk about their states
efforts to attract the plant.
which would mean $5 billion in
investments and as many as
20,000 jobs. - • •

t— today's index

MISS
YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of This Murray Lode's,. 11.
Timm by 5:30 p.m. MondayFriday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday
oreurged to call 753-11/16between 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m..
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturdays, Office, Hours -- S a.m.-5
p.m. Monday thru Friday. 8
a m.-12 p.m. Saturday

charge for visitors.
Other programs to help promote the hospital include a fullpage newspaper advertisement outlining and featuring some of
the hospital's activities. The
advertisement will appear local-

F? and MF?Sli Governor mav

Today In History ,
Today is Friday, February 22nd, the 53rd day of 1985. There are
• 312 days left in the year.
.
Today's Highlight in History: On February 22nd, 1732, the first
president of the United States, George Washington, was born at
his"parents' plantation near Fredericksburg, Virginia.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Robert Young and producer-actor
-Sheldon Leonard are 78. Senator Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass.,
Is 53. CBS news correspongent Diane Sawyer is 40. Basketball
...star Julius Erving is 35.
Thought for Today: "Few men have virtue to withstand the
highest bidder."
George Washington (1732-1799).
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the Health Express van was purchased for the hospital by its
auxiliary and just this past week
made its first stop in Hazel.
FUture plans for the Health Express include visits in and
around Calloway County. An onboard nurse will conduct a
variety of screening tests free of

o

:e7// RAIN

Mild tonight with a 60 percent chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Low in the
lower to mid 50s. South' wind
around 10 mph. Occasional
shower's and thunderstorms
Saturday. Warm with a high
In the upper 60s to lower 70s.South wind 10 to 20 mph,
Chince of shOwers 80 percent.

LAKE LE ELs
Kentucky' Lake
354.4
Barkley ,Lake
354.3

Concerned area
farmers to meet
for discussion

MR.AND MRS. WEST VIEW
Above, Ola
NAMED
Underwood is -,erowned the
1985 Mrs. West View by
emcee Dr. David Rom while
Mr. West View,OWe Hale sits
at her side. Their court consisted of (at left) Liza
Williams and Orene Ellis, second runners up and (at
right) Velma Swift ,and
Porter Elkins (not pictured)
as first runners up in the an- nual contest. Voting was done
by a penny a vote for each of
the candidates, with a total of
9200 raised for the Murray.
Unit of The
Calloway County .
Heart Association. At right,
Barbara Coleman1 aCtLYKY-director at West View,•
premeds the $200 check to Irma La Follette, president of
the local heart association..

A meeting for farmers concerned about the plight of the
family farm will be held at 7
p.m. Monday night in the Symsonia High School caftteria.
Kerry Brown, a Graves County farmer, said the meeting i.s"
being held to identify farmers
interested in going to
Washington. D.C. for a March 4
protest rally. Missouri farmer
Wayne Cryts will lead the rally.
Farmers, will also ,rneet with
congressmen On March 5..Brown
said, asking for price parity and
°noosing the proposed elimination of support prices..
All area dairy,;..livestock;
tobacco and grain farmers are
tinted.to attend.,

Malt photon by keels Bowden
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Heart fund-raising campaign here
Irma La Follette, local Heart
Unit Chairman, has announced
that the February Heart Month
fund-raising campaign is coordinating volunteers. They will
seek contributions and
distribute information on how
the American Heart Association
spent its money in support of
research, education and community service programs.
Although 'bad weatner has
forced delay of certain activities
such as the door-to-door campaign and business fund-raising,

Patricia Cope

voiunteers will soon be calling
on area residents and
businesses.
Heart Sunday will be Feb. 24,
weather permitting.
The American Heart Association is a major health-organization of more than two million
voluntma dedicated solely to
the reduction of early death and
disability from heart disease,
stroke and related disorders.
"Despite a continuing reduction in the death rate from heart
disease, stroke and related
"`4114"*"
disorders more th•in

Americans are afflicted with
these diseases, and nearly one
million Americans die each year
as a result of these diseases nearly equal to the total number
of deaths from all other causes
of death combined," La Follette
said.
"We're fighting to reduce the
early death and disability from
these disease, so when your
Heart volunteer calls,
remember to give generously,"
the campaign chairman urged
area residents.

- Geoffrey Shovelton

Gillian Knight

-

The London Savoyards. billed as the world's leading Gilbert and Sullivan company. will perform a
concert of the operettists' numbers at 3 p.m. Sunday in Lovett Auditorium, in a Murcay Civic Music
Association concert. In addition to bass baritone and founding member Peter Prart. the company
includes Patricia Cope; soprano: Winner of the Ricordi -Prize for Opera, she has sung in-most of-the leading
concert halls, including the Royal Albert Hall and Queen Elizabeth Hall. She has broadcast for the BBC
and appeared on television in Holland, Belgium and the U.S. Recent operatic roles include Adele in
""Die-Fledermaus" and Gilda in "Rigoletto."
Gillian Knight. mezzo-soprano: Since studying at the London Royal Academy.of Music she has sung
all of the leading Gilbert and Sullivan contralto roles, toured the t.twice and made-six-recordings for
Decca. She made her debut at the Royal Opera House. Covent Garden. as Carmen. She has sung in concerts under conductors- Boulek Davis-and Solti.
Geoffrey Shovelton. tenor:'Tie has appeared with the Scottish Opera. the Basilica Opera. and was a
principal tenor with the D'Oyly Carte Opera Company when it closed in 1982. He toured with the company in the U.S. and Canada., and sang roles as Luiz in "The Gondoliers," Nanki-Poo in "The Mikado"'
and Colonel Fairfax in "The Yeomen of the Guard.-

COUNTY SPELLING BEE,WINNERS ANNOUNCED - Pictured above are those II individual winners from each of the schools in the Calloway-County School District's Spelling Bee and the top three
spellers for the district,front row from left, Candice Hammons.4th grade; Aleshia Griffin. 6th grade;,
Nntalie Ross. 5th grade (third place overall); Misty Ernstberger,_ 4th grade; and back row from left,
Heather Newsome, 5th grade; Alan Barrett. 8th grade; Michelle Stubblefield. 7th grade (first place
overall); Travis Turner. 6th grade (second place overall) La Dawn Cook. 6th grade; Matthew Price,
.4th grade; and Melyna Rice. 5th grade. The countywide spelling bee took place Wednesday and in correctly spelling "pneumonia," Stubblefield kept alive a family tradition - In 1958, as an eighth grade
student at Calloway Middie School, Carolyn Stubblefield. Michelle's mother, won first place in the county spelling bee and Michelle's older sister, Alicia, has also been active in' the annual countyuspelling
bees.

J. Paul Hogan; MSU Distinguished
Alumnus, leaves Phillips Petroleum

received the Nobel Prize for the
J. Paul Hogan. who in 1971 was
in 1963.
development
Alumnus
named a Distinguished
Following years of court proof Murray State University. has
ceedings, a U.S. federal court in
retired as a senior research
1980 ruled that Hogan and Banks
Phillips
from
• associate
had made the design in the 1950s.
Bartlesville,
Co.,
Petroleum
ta and Naetn404
etwi
beLo‘
s years _va
three
Okla,
Lowe
.Gxaves,
in
a(
e
natiA
.19abwhen.11-was turneedbVitfOi-- -resytved-his
review by the Sii'preme Court.
degree Li-0m Murray State in
1942. He has been awarded 49 • followed by awarding of the papatents related to chemical pro-, tent to'Hogan. Banks and Phillips
Petroleum.
cesses including one for high- Crystalline polypropylene has
density polyethylene, one of
Four states - New York, New
a melting point sufficiently low to
Phillips Petroleum's most imporJersey, Illinois and Michigan be used in the manufacture of
tant products, which has been usalready have approved manproducts such as carpet and ared commercially since 1956 for
tificial football field'surfaces.
datory seat belt laws and the Naplastic container packaging, pipe
Hogan hopes to receive his 50th
tional Highway Traffic Safety
linings and electric wire
AdMinistration says at least 29
patent soon, entitling him to a
insulation.
special commendation from
other states are considering
Hogan and one of his research
Phillips Petroleum. He also is the
such legislation.
associates. Robert L. Banks. narof 22 publications in the
author
The rush to pass seat belt
Nobel
a
receiving
rowly missed
field of chemiptry.
laws, however, also has become
Prize for development of
A 1936 graduate of Lowes High
entangled with the controversy-.- crystalline polypropylene, which
School. Hogan taught at Mayfield
over whether cars should be
is used in many fiber products.
High School forone and one-half
equipped with air bags.
Two European scientists, Drs. G.
semesters following his graduaFederal regulations 'issued
Natta and Carl Ziegler, jointly
last summer re-quire
automakers to equip—all new
cars with air bags or passive
seat belts by September 1989.
But they would be exempted
from the rules if states with twothirds of the nation's total
population pass mandatory seat
Wt requirements by April 1989.

•
Reagan a ministratio-n considers- =
increase in the 55 mph speed limt

tion from Murray State in 1942.
He joined Phillips Petroleum in
1944 as a research chemist, was
promoted to seetion supervisor in
1962 and to senior research
associate in _1977. Heremaiits a
consultant to the company.
eft _a
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WASHINGTON (API - The
Transportation Department
says it is considering a wide
range Of Options in deciding
whether to urge changes in the
55 mph speed limit, including
linking- higher limits to enactment of state seat belt laws.
Phan Hazeltine. deputy assistant secretary of transportation,
. emphasized the department has
made no decision on the speed
limit issue, which has become
increasingly controversial in
Western states where there is
widespread opposition to the
law.
But he told a House subcommittee Thursday "the potential
options" include:-Keeping the speed limit at
the Current level nationwide, an
approach the Reagan ad-

ministration has up to now endorsed but which is attracting
widespread opposition.
-Allowing higher speeds on
certain limited access rural
roads as some members of a recent National Research Council
panel as well as a number of
members of Congress have
suggested.
-Limiting higher speed limits
to states that take "other safety
measures such as increased enforcement or the enactment of
safety belt use laws." '
Transportation Secretary
Elizabeth Dole has said she considera enactment of mandatory
state seat belt laws one of her
top priorities, arguing it is the
quickest way to save thousands
of lives.

awarded an honorary doctoral
degree from Murray State in
1971. His wife, the former Glenda Moultrie of Clinton. also attended Murray State. His sister,
Helen Hogan Neufield. a professor of chemistry at Glendale
Junior College, Los Angeles, is a
1947 Murray Sfate graduate.
Hogan was honored on his
retirement during a recent symposium at Phillips Petroleum's
in
Building
Executive
Bartlesville. Attending from
Murray State were Dr. qary Boggess, dean of• the • College Of
Science, and Dr. Robert C. Ether.
ton, chairman of the Departmnt
of Physics and Astronomy

Blankenship.
McClellan will face the remaining felony charges at a trial
by jury set to begin July 15 in
Calloway Circuit Court.
Blankenship explained that
the statute of limitations, one
year for misdemeanor charges,
had expired on the 13 misAeineanor counts.

McClellan entered a plea of
not guilty on the 10 charges
when he appeared in Calloway
Circuit Court early Friday for
arraignment.
McClellan has not been
teaching his classes since his arrest last week. Information on
his teaching status was not
available this-morning.
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ly once a month and will be titled
"Health Matters."
The hospital board also approved the placing of three

Sale $4.64
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CITY EMPLOYEES HONORED ON RETIREMENT - Mayor Holmes Ellis (far left) and Tommy
Marshall,director of public works (far right) flank those two city employees who were honored at a luncheon Wednesday. James Beane was presented a plaque for his 25 years of service to the Murray
Natural Gas System and Newman Grogarewas presented a plaque for his 12 years of service to the Murray Sanitation Department.
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13 charges dropped against McClellan
Thirteen of the 23 combined
sodomy, sexual abuse and'rape
charges that were filed against
MSU chemistry professor Bob
E. McClellan in a sealed grand
Jury indictment last week have
been dismissed by a mutual
agreement between defense at.
Ron Christopher and
Commonwealth Attorney Mark

wt

Free commodities
to be given away
Free government commodities will be distributed on
Wednesday and Thursday,. Feb.
27.28 from 9-3:30 p.m. at the
county road-department on east
Sycamore.
Residents wishing to acquire
the con/it-iodates should bring
proper identiftestien.-including
residence and income:
Anyone wanting to pick up the
items *for linother individual
should also bring a note ot
authorization from that person.
Bags or boxes are also sug
gested for carrying the items.

cess. The cost of the locating
billboards, on a rotating basis,
will be $1,500 if the effort
'service
The
city.
the
at entrances to
is unsuccessful and $13,500 if a
signs will include positive infort
physician is hired.
mation about the hospital.
A committee was also apWith an eye to recruiting new
by George Weaks, board
pointed
hospital
the
hospital personnel,
board was shown a 20-mintite "Chairman, to study the current
length of terms of board
promotional tape to be sent to
members with respect to the
prospective employees. The
extension of members'
possible
in
produced
Cooperatape was
terms to preserve continuity on
tion with MSU, the local
the board.
chamber of commerce and the
hospital, and focused on the advantages of living in Murray.
•
In other action, the hospital
Correction
of
spending
the
approved
board
A story in, Wednesday's
$3,950 for the purchase of solar Ledger and Times incorrectly
film to be installed on hospital stated that Mike Keeling and,
.windows. The purchase was ap- Rebecca Jones were Calloway
proved in conjunction with the County High School's first Nahospital's energy.„..conservalion tional Merit Finalists in .10_
study and will be funded in part
years. Carl Anderson, son of Dr.
by a 50-50 matching federal and Mrs. Buford Anderson, 1314
grant.
Duran Road, and Lisa
The hospital board, continuing Mcbonald, daughter of Mrs.
its search foe---an orthopedic
Martha McDonald, formerly of
surgeon, has hired, a Louisville
Murray, were both, finalists
firm to assist in the locating prowithin that time period.
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royko says

Inside
Thoughts
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by mike royko

GOP supporter gets the picture
Kevin Bowden
It's kind of hard to put into
words how I feel about Andy and
what happened to him about two
weeks ago.
It has taken me more than a
week to get this column into
words. It's going take even
longer for me to get over the
reason for its being.
On February 10 a good friend
was killed in an auto accident
just south of Murray.
Death is always a hard thing
to accept, at least for me it is. I
have always heard that two
things in this life are inevitable
- death and taxes, so why is it
so hard for me to accept the
death of a friend'?
I'll tell you why. Because Andy Camp had -so much going for
him.
For those that didn't know Andy, he was a one-of-a-kind person not to be found on every
street corner. He was always
smiling, no matter what kind of
mood he was in. He always had
something interesting or amusing to say, even if he didn't feel
like talking. And he was a genuine human being.
Yes, Andy was a genuine person, and those kinds of people
are rare. In life he was always
known for those qualities and in
death he will always be
reglettlIptreckler h1szoceri'2;ii.fite_
I first met Andy in high school,
where he was a standout in both

tennis and basketball. Although
he was a somewhat shy and
reserved person then, we
became better friends when he
started college here and it
wasn't long before his everpresent smile became known to
many students around campus.
It was said of Andy, in reflection, that he did not die but
rather he just "went away."
In my so-far short career as a
news reporter sometimes I think
I've seen it all, but then along
comes a day like February 10
and I am reminded that there's
always more.
For Andy's parents and for
those who knew Andy, there's
more. Sometimes it's hard to
take time out of your hectic day
to realize just what you really do
have. We have a lot, and thanks
to the abbreviated life of one
rare person, I would like to think
I will appreciate those things
even more.
I don't want to think about
what this world lost by his death
but rather what it gained by his
presence
How can I mourn for someone
who had such. a zest for life as
Andy did? His dominating
presence (in both size and personality) and his unforgettable
--ATiernOry OfAlicly Cafhp.
For you Andy, I will always
remember you as a friend.
.

looking back

----

Ten years ago
Local officials aired their feelings and made recommendations on several areas of state
law in a meeting before the Kentucky General Assembly's Interim Committee on Cities here
last night.
Fred Barber, Ronnie Pea and
Loretta Jobs, local Realtors,
will attend the Graduate's
Realtor Institute, Louisville,
Feb. 23 to March 1.
Mrs. Lucille Ross, health
nurse for Calloway County
Schools, spoke at a meeting of
the PTC of North Calloway
Elementary School, according
to Mrs. Greta Gargus, PTC
president.
Gary Marquardt and Eddie
Clees are pictured with a nice
stringer of bass they took on the
first day of a fishing trip to Lake
Okeechobee, Fla. Also pictured
are Lorraine Maggard with her
13 pound bass and Paul Maggard with his 10 pound bass
taken at Lake Okeechobee.
Twenty years ago
An average of $38.88 was
reported for the season's sale of
Type 23 dark fired tobacco on
the Murray Market, according
to 011ie Barnett, reporter for the
local market.
Enrollment for the spring
quarter at Murray State College
has reached an all-time high of
4,649, according to Wilson Gantt,
dean of admissions.
The Calloway County High
School Drama Team was
selected to participate in the
state drama festival at the
Drama Festival held at Murray
State College. Mrs. John Perfilio
is Calloway director. Students
are Jo Bennett. Larry Salmon,
Paula Cook, Bobby Dodd and
Sharon Walston.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Mitt Miller,
Feb. 21.
Fireman Apprentice Erwin
Washer and Aviation Boatswain's Mate Third Class
Frankie D. Brandon are serving
on the USS Franklin D.
Roosevelt operating out of 1

Mayport, Fla.
Thirty years ago •
Wanda Sue Outland of Murray
was one of 47 Nursing Education
Students at Murray State College who received caps at capping exercises held Feb. 18.
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Fulks, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Barnes and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. James Mitchell.
Sheriffs in the First District of
Western Kentucky met last
week in the office of Calloway
County Sheriff Brigham Futrell.
Mrs. Frances Johnson,
pianist, and F.G. Megow,
soloist, presented a program at
a meeting of the Music Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
Mrs. J.D. Peterson presented
a program on "The South's Part
In the Great Epic In Amgagap
Achievement" at a meeting of
the J.N. Williams Chapter of the
United Daughters of the Confederacy held at the home of
Mrs." George Hart with Mrs.
Henry Elliott as cohostess.

Gerald Colt', a retired ar"We found out about it last
chitect, absolutely adores Ronald
summer," said his grandReagan. He sometimes weeps
daughter, Judy Kerrigan. of
with emotion at the very mention
Rgseda, Calif. Colf lives nearby
of Reagan's name.
in Hermosa Beach.
He's also 84 and kind of senile.
"He had been doing fine, handlAnd the combination of his love.-'ing his own affairs.
Then one day
for Reagan and his senility has
he called me and he was crying.
left him flat broke.
and he said: 'Call Howard Baker.
Coif's problem is that every
Tell him I'm out of money. I don't
time some Republican political
have any more money to give.
fund-raising group would send
I'm broke. My checks are bounchim a letter asking for a contribuing."'
tion, he felt obliged to send
His daughter and grandmoney.
daughter weren't sure what he
And last year he kept sending
was talking about, so they lookand sending, until he had nothing
ed at his bank records.
left. In all, he gave almost 4,200
"It turned out that he had been
- his entire savings - to various
writing checks for small amounts
Republican fund-raisers.
to these organizations every time

business mirror

by john cunniff

Survey shows confidence at new peak for sector
NEW YORK(AP)-The news
from the small-buSiness sector
is that confidence is at its sixth
highest level since 1978, and that
suggests strong growth for the
economy at least through the
ear's first half..
...tsut-this Jrleston nearly 2,0"responses from-members of the National
Federation of Independent
Business, involves more than
just a look ahead. Looking back,
you find it has a great track
record as well.
A good track record is important in forecasting, because
there are a lot of folks in the
multibillion dollar forecasting
business whose views of the past
resemble in some ways their
views of the future.
One outfit, for example, has
preached each week for years
that the day of economic judgment is upon us, and that a vast
depression will punish us for all
our borrowing, spending, budget
deficiting and the'like.
The great depression has not
yet come, though the countdown.
was begun many months ago.
This week Julian Snyder,
forecaster, and editor of International Moneyline, a $282-ayear newsletter, seemed to tire
of waiting.
Said Snyder: "We think it's
time to stop fretting and get on
board for what may be the stock
market ride of a lifetime."
Another seer, the selfdescribed "noted economist"
Professor Roger Williams, this
week extolled his own "extraordinary record of successful

etonomic forecasting" and announced solid growth would continue into the third quarter.
Williams' 1984 record,
however, included repeated
statements in the year's second
that.,t.li U.Shalf
economy warti
_-*Ti_extrirtS. ret:e.!
wit&
already have entered one. But
the economy continued growing; there was no recession.
The federation's forecast,
which iA largely the work of Professor William C. Dunkelberg of
Purdue University, is based on
detailed sampling of independent businesses, ranging in size
from a few to thousands of
workers.
Many respondents founded
their businesses. Many still own
and actively operate them. They
are close to their customers,
close to their communities and
close to reality: Let the
economy worsen and they feel it
in a weak or two.
Importantly, the survey, conducted since 1978, has had an uncanny, published record of calling the turns, which most
economic forecasters agree is
the most difficult challenge in
their professional lives.
This week the quarterly
federation report, based on interviews made in January,
issued a very encouraging
report that was summarized this
way:
"The pace of domestic
economic growth will pick up
substantially in the first
quarter, with real gross national
product growth running 5 percent or better at annual rates."
4
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thoughts in season
by Ken Wolf
Much is beginning to be written this decade about the understandable but ultimately unnecessary divorce between science and
religion.
One of the abler commentators on this subject is M. Scott Peck.
M.D., author of The Road LessTraveled 41978 and People of the
Lie (1983), two books which attempt to combine thhe insights of
psychiatry and religion.
Peck's most recent book contains this cogent comment on the
consequences of our separation between these two approaches to
truth
The end result of a science without religion values and
verities would appear to be the Strangelovian lunacy of the
arms race; the end result of a religion without scientific self.
doubt and scrutiny. the Rasputinian lunacy of Jonestown.
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they sent him a.letter. He wrote
more than 90 checlis to 27 different outfits."
Coil's relatives decided that
they would try to get the money
back.
"I wrote to Howard Baker and
explained everything to him. But
I didn't get an answer. I even
wrote a second time and didn't
hear from him.
"All we got were more letters
asking for more money. It was
unbelievable."
Not really. The Republicans
are masters of mail solicitation.
Once you send money to any GOP
organization, your name starts
popping up,on all kinds of computerized mailing lists, and the
others all start asking. '
'‘I'Ve got malt, phone calls, people even came knocking on the
door," said Mrs. Kerrigan. "I've
got a -folder full of the stuff_ The
National Taxpayers' Union, the
Honorable James Watt. That one
cracks me up. The Americans for,
Reagan. The Republican National__
Committee.
the
Republicah Majority Fund,
Citizens for Reagan, the Council
for American Security. Taxpayers for Reagan.
"And
something
called
AAUCG, which stands for.
American's Against Union Control of Government. He gave
•?-triv155t-elo
- -Tfial-outfit anda
sTced 'them to re/urn the money. •
They refused. They said, they
didn't know whtr would be spending the money if they returned
it
She wrote to all of the other
organizations and asked for
refunds. And a couple of state
legislators in California helped
them out.
A few of the fund-raisers were

nice. The Conservative Caucus
sent back more than 1.500. And the
Republican Senate Majority
Fund sent $70 win- a letter of
apology_ In all, Mrs. Kerrigan
received about $1,500.
But most of the fund-Misers ignored the request orsaid that
they wouldn't refund it because
they, in effect, didn't trust Coif's
relatives.
And the letters.- asking for
money. keep rolling in.
- "I was over at his.house yesterday," Mrs. Kerrigan said ;and
there was a pile of . stuff on the'
table.
"One letter said. 'Since you
haven't contributed recently. 1 •
can only assume that you don't
care that the liberals are taking
over America.•
''And my grandfather had
scribbled a note on it thaissalcl:
do care., I just.don
ve-.any more money .•
•-ffe was crying all day. He
feels intimidated by it. He was
saying: 'I can't get out of It. They
keep sending_ me that- road and I
can't get out of it."
When a story about Colt appeared in California newspapers,
it came to the attention of
somebody in the White House
And one day a large envelope from the White House arriveil at
Coif's house.
Did
_

"No, there was an autographed picture of President Reagan.
It looks like the autograph wits
done by a writing machine,
though.The picture now hangs on Mr
Coif's . wall. Hj_s granddaughter
says he loves it.
Well, that's something. I guess
But for $3,000. you'd_ think they
would have sent an original loil

(De n)

By Abigail

46-it,

Van Buren

Church Wedding Is Possible
Dream for Interfaith Couple
DEAR ABBY:Iti a recent column
you stated: "If there is a rabbi or
Roman Catholic priest who will
perform a mixed marriage in a
synagogue or church, I don't know
where he (or she) is." Permit me to
reply. •
There are many rabbis and many
priests who will officiate. We have
had many mixed marriages in our
synagogue in the past severalYears,
including Many in .whiCh clergy ofother faiths have participated in the
wedding ceremony. .
Furthermore, the Rabbinic Center
for Research. and Counseling in
Westfield, N.J., periodically compiles
a list of rabbis who will .officiatirnt
interfaith marriages. There are
presently 180 rabbis un that list,
including more than 50 who will
invite other clergy to jolt them in
the ceremony.
RABBI JOHN M. SHERWOOD,
TEMPLE EM ET,
WOODLAND 1111-1S. CALIF:"

DEAR RABBI SHERWOOD: I
appreciate the helpful information to pass on to my readers.
However. interested parties
should not assume that they can
just ring up any rabbi on the list
and be assured of an instant
marriage ceremony. For example, most rabbis require a
premarital conference and encourage a program of Jewish
study after the marriage. Some
rabbis not all) require a commitment that the couple will
establish a Jewish home and/or
raise their children as Jews.
There are other conditions too
numerous to mention here required by some rabbis, hut a
national list (rf rabbis who will
perform mixed marriages, plus
the prerequisites of each, is
available free of charge bywriting to: Rabbi Irwin H.
Pishbein, Rabbinical ('enter for
Research and Counseling. 128
E. Dudley Ave., Westfield. N..1.
07090.
ler
*5*

clergyman of either faith to m-arry
them. They were ready' to settle for a
Justice of the peace when in your
column I read about a couple who
were having the same problem. You
said. "Try the Unitarian Church."
I called my daughter right away
and told her what I_ had read, and
she got right on it. She found a
Unitarian Church listed in the phone
book, called the church and Made al
appointment with the minister. Then
She.and her:fiance went to see him.
- First, he gave.them both a course
in premarital eounseling. and then
he married them in a beautiful
ceremony that included both the
Christian and JeW-ish rituals.
I hope the couple who wrote to you
takes your advice and finds a
Unitarian minister as.wonderful as
the Rev. Robert Jones in ('berry
Hills. NA I have never attended a
more beautiful wedding norhi:ard
nuire meaningful service.
MRS D. CRAIG.
MAGNOLIA, N .1
DEAR MRS. CRAlli: Others._
wrote to praise the Unitarian
Universalist ministers for their
non-judgibental. compassionate'
attitude.
* * *

DEAR ABBY. It takes a liberal
rabbi and hroad•minded priest to
perform a mixed marriage without
going through a lot of .red tape.
Those in the New York area should
investigate the Chapel of the United_
Nations. Its a beautiful setting!
Flsewhere, inquire at. the nearest
college or university. A rabbi and a
piiest can be found to perform the
ceremony at a non-denominational
chapel where, the dignity and
spirituality of both religions are
combined You don't have to be a
young college kid to be married in a
chapel on ireollege campus. Any•one
of legal age-and u -can gel
married there.
HITC ED AT
THE 1111-1.E1, HOUSE
* * *

7.31

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
MUNICIPAL BONDS
STOCKS
MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

DEAR ABBY:.Thank -you tor
recommending the Unitarian Church.'
to the Catholic man and Jewish
i_Griting married? Send for Abby:s
woman who wanted to marry but new. updated.expandedbooklet."How
to
Have •.1.0vety Wedding." Send your
couldn't find a priest or rabbi who
would perfonn the. ceremon.y,_.,.., - name and address clearly printed with
a check or money order for $2;30 ithie
My Catholic daughter was en- include*
postagel to: Hear Abby.
gaged to a Jewish Man, and they. Wedding Booklet,
P.O. Boit 38923.
too, were having trouble finding a Hollywood.(alif. 90038.)
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Lodge presents award to Dr. Cole
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Dr. Ruth Cole recently was presented the
Outstanding Citizen
Award by Woodmen of
the World Lodge 728.
Shirley Washer and
Debbie Settle, committee members, made the
presentation at a recent
meeting at the Sirloin
Stockade.
Dr. Cole served as
chairman of the department of nuriing at Murray State University for
many years.
She has been active in
the work of the
Calloway' County
Chap.ter of the
American Red Cross
and of the Calloway
County Heart
Association.
The award winner
served as director of the
Hospice Program at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, 1980-81; AWARD WINNER — Dr. Ruth Cole. right, accepts the 1984 Outstanding
chairman of the Hospice
Advisory Council for Citizen Award from Woodmen of the World Lodge 728 from Shirley Washer,
Murray/Calloway Coun- left, and Debbie Settle, committee members.
ty. 1980-81; and chairman of the Hospice In the Nurse- Corps medical mission trip to _nurses and personal
Committee;- Murray
the island of Tortola, evangelists conducted a
Woman's Club, 1980-81.' In November 1984, Dr. British Virgin Islands. free medical clinic
Dr. Cole is.a captain Cole participated in a Fourteen doctors: there.
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week listed

cheese/soup; Tuesday
Calloway Middle
Monday — chicken — fried chicken, taco;
nuggets, hot ham and Wednesday — chili,
cheese; Tuesday — 'corn dog; Thursday —
crispy fish, hamburger; c r i spy f ish ,
Calloway High
Monday-- — chicken ,Wednesday — beef ..cheeseburger; Friday
-reagt---heeF
-3%-tias
-11-1411 ggf
y — pizzaghetti, sandwich. A variety of
Tuesday —
frey, food service three- cheese:
tbrs for the Calloway crispy f ish, c hili ; bacon and cheese,sand- fruits, vegetables and
drinks are available
County and Marray City 'Wednesday — beef w ic h; Friday
daily.
barbecue
chicken,
pizza
Schools respectively.. stew. submarine;
————
The menus are sub- Thursday — pizzaghetti, burgers. Pizza, salad
CITY
MURRAY
bar
and
a
variety
of
ject to occasional bacon and cheese sandchange because of the w i c h; Friday — fruits, vegetables and
Murray High
availability of food and barbecue chicken, pizza drinks are available
The menus were
especially during these burgers. Pizza, ham- da11Yin
unavailable at press
East, North
days of schools not be- burger, salad bar and a
time as several changes
•Bill• Phillips. 7.1ocal_ attorney and one 'of the
and South _west
ing in session because of variety of fruits,
Monday — steak were being made in the- founders of Murray's Playhouse in the Park„ is
vegetables and. drinks
weather conditions.
fingers, grilled menus previously appearing in the comedy thriller, "Deathtrap,"
Menus are as follows: are available daily.
released.
which opened last night at Paducah's Market
Murray Middle
House
Theatre. Performances will be on Feb. 22
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOO OOOOOOOO Dee
(IT US
Monday 7 grilled and 23 and March 1 anti 2-at 8 p.m. and Feb. 24
Al% VOL
cheese sandwich, ham- and March 3 at 2:30 p.m. A school matinee for
Grades 9-12 will be at 10 a.m. on Feb. 26. Tickets
(Cont'd on page 5)
for
public performances are $5, $6 and $3 for the
Bargain
school- Matinee.- F-or -reservations rail -the MI-IT
•
Matinees
ticket office at 1-444-6828- between 10 a.m. and.4
Sat. & Sun.
p.m., Tuesday through Friday, or send check
S
THI MURRAI THE ATM'
and self addressed starnped, envelope to MHT.
AN Seats $2.00
141 Kentucky Ave., Paducah, Ky. 42001.
Menus for the various
lunchrooms in the county and city schools for
the week qt Feb. 25 to
March 1 have been
released by Joanna

— ——
CALLOWAY COUNTY
—— —

MARDI GRAS'PLANNED — Members of
the French and Spanish Clubs at Murray High
School prepare for their own version of Mardi
Gras to be held at Murray High on Saturday,
Feb. 23, from 6 to 9 p.m. They plan to provide
Mexican and French food and entertainment.
They and other clubs'are organizing games
and prizes. In top left photo are Carrie Farr
and Shannon Wells making decorations; in top
right Kim Greer making flowers; in center
I
Missy Duffy and Debbie Toth plan events:.
and playleg guitar; in bottom left Bill Maddox
and Heather Doyle discuss plans for the event.
The public is invited to attend.
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£Cütéff
Central Center
nosinsTo FOR
ACADEMY numbs)
Including
'Best Picture
•Best Actor

• 110111111ITID FOR
I I SCIIDIMIY
Including-Best Picture
—Best Actor
—Best Director
Llmite• Engagement

THE BEST PICTURE
OF THE YEAR.
• — NATIONAL BOARD OF RE V IF lys
— NEW WAX
M CRITICS CIA( II

Limited Engagement

FlPASSAGE
COLUMIIIIA PICTURES

At 1:30

7:30 Only

.

•

Happy
-97th
Birthday
Granny

1)Cpannient

•

From everyone
who loves you.

play

will meet

The Creative Arts- Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will meet Monday. Feb. 25, at 9:30
a.m.- at- the club. house. Basketweaving is the
scheduled program. Hostesses will be Judy
Stahler, Lou Orr. Ma3/re11e 'Clark and Lou Ann
Philpot

FAST
FORWARD
C OL UMISIA PICTURES

At 9:30 Only

A FULL LINE OF
MARTIAL ARTS
EQUIPMENT
Open
Sunday
1-5

\

The Adult Great Books Discussion Group will
meet Monday, Feb. 25, at 7 p.m. at the Calloway
County Public Library. Margaret Vaughn will be the leader for the discussion of The Genealogy of
Morals by Nietzsche. All persons who have read
the book are invited to take pa:ft in the
discussion.

H.O.R.S.E. plans event
H.O.R.S.E. (Horse Opportunities and Riding
for Special Equestrians) is planning for their second annual Ride-A-Thon and much help will be
needed to make this event a success. Anyone interested in helping or learning more about
H.O.R.S.E. is invited to the organizational
meeting on -Tuesday. Feb. 26, at 7 p.m. at the
Sirloin Stockade, South 12th Street, Murray. For
more information call 753-8573.

• libet
ofc:Se AmerCIaiscas.
Di;t
Diabetes Associah
A mee ng

tion will be held Tuesday. Feb. 26, at 7 p.m. in
Ground Floor Classroom No._ 2, Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. A film regarding the recent
trends and research in diabetes will- be shown.
• All diabetics and those interested in diabetes are
welcome. Persons do not, have to be an ADA
menriber to attend, according to Sandra G.
Shapiro. RN, MS, Diabetes Educator.

Patrick E. Johnson horn
--"m11111:111ErrI Cannot
Tell A Lie —
Movie World Has
The Best Selection
In Town!
SAT & SUN ONLY

RENT A VCR &
3 MOVIES FOR
$19.95 & SAY "I
CHOPPED DOWN THE
TREE AND GET 1
EXTRA MOVIE FREE
"Oh Rental
Machinel

111111111111111111

Dixieland
Center

lifry;

753-7670

FRI
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Books Group will meet

Navy Fireman Recruit Marla S. Bailey,
daughter of Lynn White, 224 South 15th St., Murray, was graduated_ from Basic. Hull
Maintenance Technician School, an eight-week
course at Naval Damage Control TrainingCenter, Naval' Base, Philadelphia. Pa. In the
course-'she received instruction on -the basics of
welding. pipefitting and metalemithing, and also
studied the procedures used to fabricate, install
and repair all types of shipboard structures,
plumbing and piping systems. A 1983 graduate of
Murray High Schootshe joined the Navy in June
1984.

SALES & RENTAL

All he
needed was
a lucky
break.
Then one
day she
moved in.

Unit 1 of District 17 of the Licensed Practical
Nurses Association will meet Monday. Feb. 25.
at 7 p.m. in the private dining room of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. All members
and interested LPNs are invited to attend. ,

Marla Bailey graduates

WE
NOW
CARRY

'Nun Chakus
'Throwing Stars
*Karate Uniforms
•& Much More

Nurses plan meeting

Over
1600 Movies
In Stock-

Dixieland
Cenler

Mr. and Mrs.---Roger Lynn Johnson. Rt. 1,
Alm). are the parents of a sop, Patrick Emanuel.
weighing eight pounds six ounces, measuring p
inches. born on Sunday. Jan. 27. at 10:32 a.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They
have one daughter, Sarah Terese. 23 months.
The mother is the former Janet Lynn Rowland.
The father is employed at General Tire and Rubber Co., Mayfield. Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Pat Johnson, Rit. 7, Mayfield. and• Mr
and Mrs. Robert Emanue( Rowland, Sr., Rt. 1.
Almo. Great-grandparents ar L.D. Cook, Sr..
Mrs. Obera Johnson and Arthur Jewel. all of
Murray.

. Brian (,harles Shc.lbv horn
Mr. and MrS. Tim Shelby, Rt. 1,-Wingo. are the
parents of a son, Brian Charles, weighing seven
pounds 14 ounces. measuring 201-1 inches. born
on Tuesday. Feb: 19: ar8:06 p.m. at the Murray
Calloway County 'Hospital. The mother, the
former lson Wilferd. is a substitute teacher in
Graves County. The father is with the Frito-Lay
Co Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Shelby of Wingo. Bernice Wilferd of Murray and
Ms. Shirley Wilferd of Puryear. Tenn. treat- .grandparents are Mr. and'Mrs. Waltel-eonner of
Murray.
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March wedding planned by couple
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie
McDaniel, Rt. 2, Murray, announce the approaching marriage of
their daughter, Jeanettee Sue Barnes, to Virgil
Ray Wallace, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Virgil B.
Wallace of Clarksville,
Tenn.
The bride-elect is a
1984 graduate of
Calloway County High
School.
The groom-elect is a
1984 graduate of Northwest High School,
Clarksville, Tenn.
The wedding will take
place on Saturday,
March 23, at 7:30 p.m. at
the Baltimore Baptist
Church, Wingo.
A reception will follow
the church ceremony.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and
the reception.
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FL
A
GS
PRESENTED —
Woodmen of the World
, Lodge 728 recently
presented a set of flags
to the First Assembly of
God Church, Highway
St East. The presentation was made inside the
new Gothic designed
church with the pastor,
the Rev. Darrell
Ramsey, right, accepting the flags from
Madelle Talent, left,
president of Lodge 728,
, and Stella Hurt,
member of the flag
committee.
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School...

1331.11C.s and

Ha?piness Place
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(Cont'd from page4)
Tuesday — Sloppy .Joe.
burger basket; Tuesday pizza, Mexican beans,
1104 Story
— ham and cheese macaroni and cheese,
basket, ravioli and congealed salad, fruit
753-4567
rolls; Wednesday — juice and milk; Wednesturkey and gravy, day — turkey and gravy
Saturday, Feb.23
Friday, Feb.22
Sunday,Feb.24
Sunday,Feb.24
cheeseburger basket, and rolls, hot ham and
————
Paducah Area
with a reception from 2 First Baptist Church Thursday — ham and cheese, sweet potatoes,
c •re happy to anAnnual Mardi Gras,
Chapter of PWP will
to 4 p.m. in University will follow the 7 p.m. cheese basket, green peas, peanut butnounce that Dianna
meet at 7:30 p.m. at sponsored by French Branch of the Bank of
chuckwagon;
Friday — ter/banana, fruit juice
evening service.
Harrison. bride-elect
American Legion and Spanish Clubs, will Murray. The
hamburger basket, chili and milk; Thursday
family
—
—
—
—
reof.Thtch Phillips. has
be
from
6
to
9 p.m. at
Building, Paducah. For
and
sandwich.
chili
dog,
cheeseburger,
Monday,Feb.25
quests guests not bring
.se1e ted.
her.
informtion call Murray High School.
Robertson
broccoli casserole.,
Adult Great Books
gifts.
decorating'
-ac1-554-5071.
and Carter
creamed potatoes, ap-__
Discussion Group will
c-tass'ories---from ow
P4te-ers-Y4#1044
- .andlleadstart
3
.
frnit-jui& and
-gallery of-gifts Skating Party, spon- at 5 p.m. and Racers at Savoyards will present Calloway Public
Monday — grilled milk; Friday — pizza,
Dianna and Mitch will
sored by Y Group, First ):30 p.m. against "An Evening
cheese,
hamburgers, soup and sandwich,
with Library:
be married March 23.
Assembly of God, will Eastern in Murray State Gilbert and
baked
beans,
whole
roundabouts, macaroni
————
Sullivan" at
be from 10:30 p.m. to Racer Arena.
Creative Arts Depart- kernel corn, cherries, and cheese, mixed fruit.
3 p.m. in L•vett
midnight at Roller
Auditorium, Murray ment of Murray fruit juice and milk; fruit juice and milk.
Adult students at MurSkating of Murray.
State University. This is Woman's Club will meet
ray State University
————
sponsored by Murray at 9:30 a.m. at the club
AA and Al-Anon will and their families will Civic
Music house.
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U. have a potluck at 6 p.M. Association.
————
Kevil Center, South 10th in adult lounge, second
Unit 1 District 17 of
————
floor,
east
wing, OrdStreet Extended,
Special Black History Licensed Practical
way Hall.
Mayfield.
Month Entertainment Nurses will meet at 7
—— ——
——— —
will be presented at 7:30 p.m. in private dining
Truck Pull, sponsored
Dance, featuring
p.m. in Curris Center room, Murray-Calloway
Country Feeling, will be by Alpha Gamma Rho Theatre,
Murray State County Hospital.
at lodge hall of Murray fraternity at Murray University.
————
State University, will
Eagles Aerie 4071.
Hazel and Douglas
————
start at 6:30 p.m. in
————
Dale Stephens, senior, Centers will be open
Senior Recognition Livestock and Exposi- will present a free
bass from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Night of Murray High tion Centex:.
trombone recital at 2 for activities by senior
————
School will be at
p.m. in Farrell Recital citizens.
AA and Al-Anon will
Murray-Fulton County
————
Hall, Fine Arts Center,
meet at 8 p.m. in
basketball game.
AA and Al-Anon will
Murray State
American Legion
————
have closed meetings at
University.
Community Theatre Building, South Sixth
8 p.m. at First Christian
————
will kick off 1985 fun- and Maple Streets.
Purchase Players will Church, Benton. For in————
draising drive with a
present "The Glass formation call 753-0061,
Dance, featuring
dance and auction from
Menagerie" at 2 p.m. at 762-3399, 753-7764 or
8 p.m. to midnight in Country Feeling, will be Middle
School, 753-7663.
ball room, Curris at lodge of Murray Mayfield.
————
Center, Murray State Eagles Aerie 4071.
Lady Racers will play
————
————
University.
Bingo will be featured at 5 p.m. and Racers at
Free concert of Quad
————
at lodge of Murray 7:30 p.m. against
Second night of "Get- State Senior High Band Eagles Aerie 4071.
Morehead State Univerting Out" will be at 8 Pestival will be at 3 p.m.
sity Basketball teams in
p.m. in Robert E. in Lovett Auditorium,
AA will have a closed Racer Arena, Murray
Johnson Theatre, Mur- Murray State meeting at 4 p.m. at State University.
ray State University. for University.
———
American Legion
————
information call
Auditions for "The
Building, South Sixth
Third night of —Get762-6797. •
and Maple Streets. For Curious Savage" to be
ting Out" will be
————
information call presented by Sock and
Sixth annual Racer presented at 8 p.m. in 753-0061, 762-3399 or Buskin Club will be at 7
Open Racquetball Robert E. Johnson 753-7764.
p.m. in Lovett
Classic will begin at 6 Theatre, Murray State
Auditorium, Murray
p.m. in Carr Health University.
UMYF Chili luncheon State University.
—— ——
Building, Murray State
will be at noon at South
Purchase Players will
University.
Betty Sledd Group of
Pleasant Grove United
present "The Glass
————
First Baptist Church
Methodist Church.
Murray State Univer- Menagerie" at 8 p.m. at
Women will meet with
————
sity Wind Ensemble will Middle School,
Heart Sunday will be
Becky Jo Jones at 7 p.m.
conducted by volunteers
present a free concert at Mayfield.
————
———— •
8 p.m. in Lovett
of local Heart Unit.
Murray Squar-A————
Auditorium.
Potluck luncheon
Naders will dance at 8
————
Square and round p.m. at Woodmen of the honoring deacons and
wives of Sinking Spring
dancing wiith music by World Hall.
Baptist Church will
— — ——
Sharecropper will be
follow the morning worSunday, Feb. 24
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at
ship service.
Mr.
and
In parts of Australia it was
Mrs.
Rex
Lynn Grove Roller
————
believed thunder caused
Cooper will be honored
Rink.
Fellowship honoring turtles to come out of the
on
40th
anniversary
————
deacons and wives of water.
Lenten service will be
at 7 p.m. at St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
— —— —
Saturday,Feb.23
Household shower for
Ricky and Kelly Watson
who lost their home by
fire will be from 2 to 4:30
p.m. at Coldwater
Church of Christ
building.
—— ——
Youth of Memorial
Baptist Church will
have a bake sale starting at 9:30 a.m. at WalI.&1 JP. L.Ipiti/C t
Cas/111.).; /14 Mt )11C4
Mart.
——— —
YiVe(71gdgeltiCtif phi )t( tilt it lull cr )1 cr.igt•
1.•.1,11:1.); ,
(Excluding Sale Items)
Dance, featuring Fire
ht I I.it
%% cashlig% Ph4 ).LZ1*-1 Ica c\t
Mountain Band, will bt
from 8 p.m. to midnight.°
at Murray Moose
jIe Thr u h Feb. 28
Lodge.
—— —
• Alpha Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have a potluck luncheon at noon at the club
house.

Coming community events announced

It's Our First Birthday
We're Celebrating By Giving You

20% OFF

STOREWIDE
Lots of '5-'10 Shoes

HOMBARN
•
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Church Directory Is Sponsored By The Firms Listed On This Page

RANDY THORNTON
HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
HEATING • AiR CONDITIONING •SHEET METAL

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
CHESTNUT
2s3.41111

WATERBEDS
PAD,.
A. t
Rt
r• A • a, A el..,,L+L

eauelFIA*
A•./les ALL
'I IS Se.014'11411_, ceivrE

444-9003 759-4522
4,30dcraf
• It Del.', M
ItS
• LAO Away & F ii4ANciNG
• LARGE SNOWROOMS
• LINENS AND ACCESSORIES
• SERVICE DEPT
• WE 0,40vE BEDS

USA INC.

MURRAY
MEMORIAL GARDENS
Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
- 753-2654
641 North

contemporar) religious thoughts
"Prisoner at the bar, the situation had
have you anything to become painfully opsay, any reason why pressive. when the
sentence of death shall prisoner was seen to
not be -passed upon move. His head was
raised, his hands were
you?"
A solemn hush fell clenched, and the blood
over the crowded cour- had rushed into his pale,
troom, and every person careworn face.
Suddenly he arose to
waited in almost
breathless expectation his feet, and in a low,
for the answer to the but firm and distinct
voice, said,"! have!
judge's question.
The judge waited in Your Honor, you have
asked me a question,
dignified silence.
Not a whisper was and I now _ask, as the
heard anywhere, and last favor on earth, that

INDEPENDENT

NAZARENE

CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY CHURCH
03p in
sunday School
10 30 a m
Morning Worship
NORTHSIDE INDEPENDENT •
McKuiney Road Dexter
10 00 am
sunday Shoot
11 00 a ir
orship

LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
p rn
m
Sunday School
16
0 00 a
Evening Worship.
MURRAY CHURCH
•
Sunday School
10
9 49
45 a m
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
600am
Wednesday Worshi.
6 30 . rn

a

BETHESDA BIBLE CHURCH
Benton Sy msoma Hwy,Symsoma
Sunday School
9 Cam
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Wed Evening
7 00 pm

Compliments Of

Taylor Seed Co.
753-5742

Lynn Grove Road

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012

IL-AM MURRAY DATSUN
iimsit
CHRYSLER-DODGE
Dodge

604 S. 12th St.
753-71 14

Pfymouifi
-

leittidebs Fria Ckiekisi
Jack Marshall Franchisee
"WE.D0 CHICKEN RIGHT"
Try Our Fresh Buttermilk Biscuits
Sycamore at 12th
Cell in Orders 753-7101

FORD

Parker
reomi(dx- Ford Inc.
701 Main - 753-527

THOIROBRED
COMPUTER

o silocnoce

ii
I

Home Owned & Operated By Ron & Joyce Salim
Featuring Daily Lunch & Dinner Specials
Bel Air Shopping Center

753-0440

Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.
Lynn Grove
Feed & Seed
Lynn Grove
Co. 435-441

Buck's Body Shop
Auto Body & Frame Work
Established 1945

900 Sycamore

CHRISTIAN
IRST CHRiSTIAN
orsbip Services
10 45 a rn
- ,
k 6 00 p m
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FE:.: ,W sHIP
10 30 am
StiMe School
30 a m
)lvening Seri ice
6 OD pin -

METHODIST
BF. Tit!,
5ITEI
!
,k ,ming Vturatup
9 30a m
Sunday School
10 Ma rn
:nil Rh Sun Night
600pm
BROOKS CHAPEL UNITEDSunday
. 10 Xi a rn
Morning Norstup
11 00 a m
1st & 3rd Sun Night
70Dpm
L'OLDW ATER UNITF:li
Worship Service Ii 00 1st & 2nd Sunday
to IV a iii 3rd & 4th. Sunday School 10 00
rr. 151 & Bid Sunday. 11 00a in 3rd k Rh
sunday
COLE'S CAMPGIWKN D
41101.
•.
r• ilool
V 45
DEXTER HARDLN UNITED
Sunday School.
„
:0 00 a m
Worship
1100am 600pm
FIRST METHODIST
045i, in 50 a mworship
iSTOOD SHEPHERD UNITED Worship Service
II On am
sunday School
in Lio am
GOSHEN METHODIST
10 00 am
Church School
Worstup Service
, _ 11.00 a m
F.yenuig Ser Wor
6 30 pm
UNITED METHODIST
10 00 a m
Worship
Sunday School
11 00 am
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
10 A) a m
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
KIRKSEY UNITED
sunday school
10
00 a m
.,.._
fi CO am
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7 00 Dm

BAPTIST

AND SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
OLYPMIC PLAZA •MURRAY• 753-7733

753-5142

BLOW") RIVER
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Fcenir.g Worship
"
6 Op in
CHERRY CORNER
Mormnig Worship
11 00 a iv
venuig Worship
7 00 p
. CHESTNUT STREET
_
GENERAL
sunday School
10 OD a m
Morning Worship
ii OD a m
COLDW,A PER
Morning Worship .
1100am
Evening Services
6 00 P.m
COLDWATER BAPTIST
CHI'RCH
Sunday School
9 45* m
Morning Services
11'00a m
verung Services
6 00 p m
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Sem •
6 30 p m
Sunday School
10 OD a m
Worshm Service
II 00 a m
sunday Night
.
00.o m
E ASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
tO CIO a m
Morning Worship
Ill 00 a m
venutg Worship
6 00 pm
Wednesday Evening
7 Op lix
ELM GROVE BAPTIST.
Morning Worship
1100 a.m..
Evening Worship
645 p.m..
EIMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
It 00am
Evening Worship
6 30 p in
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
1100am •
Evening Worship •
600 p in
iRS't13APTIST
Sunday School
9 30 a m
'Aorship
10 45 a in & 7•00 p m
'lurch Training
6 00 p m
FLINT BAPTIST
Morning Worship
xx 19•m
Elena Worship
6 45 p rr.

CATALOG SHOWROOM
WE WIU NOT If UNDERSOLD

1.411.0111tA
Stott
.,•

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Church School
9 30 am
Worship Service
10-45am
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
.
Sunday School
10 00 a m.
Worship Service
11 00 am.
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship
11 00 am
Evening Worship
7 00 pro
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9 45 a m
Worship Service
11 00 am.
OAK GROVE
tO 00 a m
.Sunday School
'Worship Service 11 00 a m &T00pnx

LYNN GROVE
9 Cam.
Worship Service
10 45 agn
Church School
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
9- 30 am
Worship Service
10:30 a in
Sunday School
UNITED
atASON'S CHAPEL
10-00 a m
Worship
II 00 a in
Sunday School
MT CARMEL
Sunday.
2nd
00
a
m
Worship Service 10
11 00a m Ath Sunday Sunday School 10 01'
am 41 3rd.4th Sunday, 11 am 2nr
Sunda)
- MT. HEBRON
Sunda
ir
yea
li
rvice 10 00am.101L0.0
.00,1
ipSe
..600.00040,

442,313

GRACE BAPTIST
9 45 a m
, Sunday School
.1045am.
Morning Worimp
.4-00
p so. Singing Ere Worship
HAZEL BAPTIST
0 45 a m
Sunday School
Ii
Morning Worship
5 00 p m
Church Training
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
7 sop in
Wednesday Evening
HILLTOP BAPTIST
1000am
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Worship Seevice
5 30 p m
• Evenme Service
FURKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
7 30 p m
LEDBETTER-MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
Sunday School
•
10 00 a M
Preaching
It 00 a m & 6 00 p m
Wednesday Night
7 Op in.
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
,
1100am
F:yenuw Worship
00pn.
p
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday
2 00 p m
3rd Sunday
2 00.
pm
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 pm
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School .
_
Xi a m
Worship
11 00 a m
NEW MT CARMELMISSIONARY
titornorgiVorship
tt-00 a tie
----- m
EveningWorshlp
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
NEW PROVIDENCE
Swiday'ince]
1000am
Preaching Serv
1100am
Serve
D

Hours- Tues L Thurs. 9:30 a.m. 804 p.m.
& 6:30 p.m. to 10p.m.
Wed.& Fri. 1 p.m. to 4

Specializing In Plate Lunches And
All You Can Eat Fish Dinners
Hardin, Ky.
437-4871

SUPER AMERICA

Pt

Hwy. 121

419-2533

ALMO
Bible Study
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
Evening Worship'
DEXTER
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
Morning Worship
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
Morning Service
Evening Worship
so
Wed Worship
HAZEL CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Bible Study
Morning Worship
Evening.Worship
Worship
Mid-h
' •
.HICKORY

10 CO a m
11 00 a m
6 00 p m 10 50 a m
6130pm
10 50 a m
600pm
1000 a m
11 OD a m
1000 a m
1045am
6-00 p m
7 30 p m

10 00 a.m
10 50 a m
6 00 p m
7 03 pm

Sunday School
10 00* m
Morning Worship
11 00* m
Evening Worship
6.00 p m
K1RKSEY CHURCH
OF-CHRIST'
•
Sunday School
10_00 a m
Morning Worship
,
10 50a m
EY efling,Worsh ip
7pm
•
i Sunday k Wednesdays
MT OLIVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Morning Worship.
400 pm
Evenmg Worship
NEW CONCORD
10 Ma In
Morning Service
6 OD pm
Evening Worilhip
NEW PROVIDENCE
1100am
Morning Worship
6 00 p in
Evening Worship
PLEASANT VALLEY
10 ;'S a m
Morning Worship
6-00 p m
Evening Worship

OAK GROVE
Worship
t And
OWENS CRAM

Morning Worship

•
11 a in
30 p in

--11 00 a m
6 30 pm

Evening Worship

POPLAR SPRING
Morning Worship
it 00 a in
6 30 pm
Evening Worship
SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11'00 am
Evening Worship
7.15pm
SCO7TS GROVE
Worship Service
1100
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
II loam
Evening Worship
7 30 p m

WEST FORK

II 00a m

morning Worship

11:00.1105
700 p m

ViESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH.
10.00 a m
Sunday School,
10 50 a m
Morning Worship 6 00 p m
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
Wed Evening her

t

•Pirlo•Posto•Sondwiches
12th & Chestnut, 759-4646

'

a 45 a 1
10 00 a m

—BETHEL-kw.siaE c:
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship Service
11 10* rn
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
CALVARY TEMPLE
10.00 a m
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11 OD a m
Evening Worship
6 30 p m
Wed Service
7 30 p m
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST Almo Heights
Sunday School
10-00• rn
Worship Service 11 110 am ft 7 00 p m
•
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
2205.Coldwater Rd.
Sun_ Ser
1011
pm
Wed Bible Study
7 00 p m
FIRST ASSEMBLY
GOD
Sunday School
-10-00* m
Manning Vgorship
11 00* rn
7 00 p m
Sanday Eihning
Wed Night
7 00 p m
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
7 00 p m
Sunday Mornn
10 30 a M
Sunday Evening
4 00p rn
TRINITY OVRISTIAN
CEFMR
litth at Calloway
105)05 tr.
Church School
1100arn
Worship
6 30 p m
Sunday Evening

I Murrcv

Jimmy

753-6168

753-2411

201 S. 3rd.

Murray Electric System
401 Olive - 753-5312

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
Beading Blocks & Reedy Mix Concrete

East Main Street

GOLDEN
CORRAL

753-3540

GOLDEN
CORRAL

p Open All Year

t

p Fresh Fruits

'Hillbilly 'Barn

Vegetables

JCPenney

LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Sunday Services
10:00 a.m
6'00 p m

Farmer Ave & 17th St Murray
Sunday
11 00 a m
Sunday School
II 00 a m
2nd Wed
7OSpm
RR 2nd Wed
1201•13.41pm

Byron s Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Lowest Prescription Prices
Byron Forbus. Pharmacist
Glendale At WhituelL 1Behind Big John's1 753-4175
Everyday

EPISCOPAL
ST JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Holy Communion
8- 00 am
Cluistian Education
9 15 a.m
Holy Communion
10.30

JEHOVAH'S
WITNESSES

'SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CALLOWAY SERVICE
Industrial Road 753-1123 or 73-0182

JEHOVAH s WITNESS
Watchtower
1030am
Bible Lecture
in

KEEL'S VACUUM
SALES & SERVICE

ADVENTISTS

Home Owned & Operated by
Max & Marie Keel

L

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sat 9 15 a.m
Sabbath School
Sat 1100 am
Worship

Bel-Air Shopping Center

753-2706

Compliments of

D & W Auto Supply
"We mstall auto glass.'
Auto Point Materiar

753-2380

512 S. 12th

753-4563

............„,
L_

UNIROYAL

THE SAVING PLACE—

Murray Moose
Lodge #2011

LYNN GROVE
SUPER MARKET

507 S. 12th

7501114

Storey's
Food Giant

Pittman Wheel
Alignment

WESTERN SIZZLIN
STEAK HOUSE®

Jo, Todd & Lorry Nolo

Introducing Our New 8 Item Hot Bar
Now Serving Steak, Prime Rib & Seafood
12th Street
759-9555

gout* 12th argot
Slioarthalchl Contor

753-8971

Sol Ak Shown Center
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Home Of The
' Famous 40 Item Salad Bar
719 South 12th
753-3822

I NITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worshio Seri
11 00 a m 4 00 p m
Wed Service
7 00 p in

Carroll Tire...Service
And Wheel Alignment_
r: 71 1105 Pogue 753-1489 11111111r

Hours
Sun.-Thurs.
6 a.m.-11 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.
• a.m.-Midnight
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J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME

Lynn Grove, Ky.

Compliments ot
BUCHANAN FEED
AND SEED
'Complete Milling Focilities'

serv
UnI
Chin
Th
dire(
with
orga
anth,
Cros

•

Lamb, Owner

501 N. 4th

OF

1', Blocks East
of S. 12th

5:17-

VauEhn's Plumbin2

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

N. 12th St.
Attend Church
Regularly

408 N.
4th

641 Super Shell

,

Omni 6:30 cm.-Closo 11:00 p.m.
SO1114, Op011 8:00 a.m.-Clue 10:00 p.m.
Soeth 12th -Phone 753-9111

Breakfast Served
6 ti.m.-10:30 a.

7536779

I

4
4;

46.

• Ao

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company

AMP

Mao*
•

seat
a7.7
.

r7UEL

First Worship
8 30 a m
Sunday School
9 30 a m
Second Worship
10 30 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Bible Study
10 00a m
Morning Worship
II 00 a m
VIed Eve Bible Study
700pm

,

Mis(
will
Sixtl
Life
Sc ri
20: 1

no WAWA,'MAIO'S

SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10 45 a m
Evening Worship
600pm
SEVENTH k POPLAR
Worship Service
8'30 a m
Bible Study
945 a m
Worship Service
10:40 am
Evening Worship
6:00p.m
Wed Bible Study
7:50 p m
_
White r
_
710 pm Summer
UNION GROVE •
Morning Worship
10'50 a m
Evening Worship
6.00 p m

SUGAR CREEK
rII 00 a m
Morning Icirship
6 45 p m
Evening Worship

vi
the
arm(
mee
Feb

Let Us Entertain You

iro,ntairielAia.0

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES

SPRING CREEK
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
is 30 p m
Training Union
7 30 p m
Evening Worship
7 30 p m
Wed Worship
•
ST JOHN BAPTIST
CHURCH
9 45a m
Horning Worship
11 00 a rrt-5
Sunday School
-

Sunday Evening ------------Wednesday Evening

_.

Owners: Ruble & Johnnie Taylor

Joe Todd
Motor Sales

6 Days A Week 6-1

CHURCH OF CHRIST

Olympic Plaza

WALIMART

MURRAY AUTO
AUCTION

Groceries & Gasoline

LUTHERAN

CHEVRON
"Your Only Full Service
Chevron Station"
Mickey Cochran-Owner/Manager
1417 Main
753-2541

Murray
Aft Theatres
PIZZA HUT

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
520 S 16th St
Sunday School1100am
Sac rament Meet
11504m
LLITHERAN

re

Chevron WEST MAIN

(Cont'd on page 7)

IMMAN
Sunday School &
Bible Claw
Worship

A]

753-6433

omp iments o

Industrial Rd.••••753-5378

County Line Grocery

Leot

Pete Clayton - Mgr.•20 Years Experience

Iny Ilsolrectlersacist

753-2540

OPEN 24 HOURS
801 COLDWATER RD. 753-8574

DEALERS ONLY • THURSDAY 6:30 P.M.
7S3-8300

ST HENRY'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
5 00 p m
910 a m
ST
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Sunday Masses
6 00 p m Sat
SOO am Sunday
It 00 a_m Sunday

Termite & Pest Control Co.

Eveq Joy Low PrIce PrescoptIon Serv,ce

Teacher
ar-aneramics Certified
•Custom Orders
& Gift Shop
•Sueplies

COUNTRY CROSSROADS
RESTAURANT

CATHOLIC

CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST OF LATTER
DAY SAINTS

GAitT
.
a m 1st Sunday - 10 00 a m . 2nd. 3rd &
4th Sunday
PALESTINE UNITED
10.00am
Sunday School
WOO a rri
Worship
RUSSELL'S CHAPEL UNITED 945 a m
Worship
11 -00 a m
Sunday School
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9.45 a.m
Sunday School
1045 a.m.
Morning Worship
6'60
pm
Evening
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
1000a in
• Sunday School
11 00 am
Morning WOrWup
UNITED
TEMPLE HILL
1000* m
•
Morning Worship
1100am
uriclay School
WAYMEN CHAPEL
AWE CHURCH
1000am
Sunday School
1100am,
Morning Service
Pastor William J Pratt

Will I. Floor Covering
Southside Shopping Center
753-3321

taw

brance of committing
the fearful deed, I have
no right to complain or
to condemn the verdict
of the twelve good men
who have acted as jury
in the case; for their
verdict is in accordance
with the evidence given.
"But, may it please
the court, I wish to show
that I am not alone
responsible for the
murder of my wife!"
This startling state-

Saturday
Sunday
.•

.

SERVALL

you will not interrupt
my answer until I am
through.
"I stand here before
this bar, convicted Of
the willful murder of my
wife: Truthful witnesses
have testified to the fact
that I was a loafer, a
drunkard, a wretch;
that I returned from one
of my prolonged
debauches, and fired the
fatal shot that killed the
wife I hacfsworn to love,
cherish, and protect.
While I have no remem-

PRESBYTERIAN

TERRY'S PAINT
& DECORATING CENTER

HILLMARK 01ST.
PAIDUC•44
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By Luther A. May
Pastor of the
Seventh-day
Adventist Church
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thoughts...
(eont'd from page 6)
ment created a tremendous sensation. The
judge leaned over the
desk, the lawyers wheeled around and faced the
prisoner, the jurors
looked at one another in
amazement. The
prisoner paused tot' a

few seconds, and then
continued in the same
firm, distinct voice:
"I repeat, Your
Honor, that I am not the
only one guilty of the
murder of my wife. The
judge on this bench, the
jury in the box, the
lawyers within this bar,
and most of the
witnesses, including the

pastor of the church, are
also guilty before
Almighty God, and will
have to stand with me
before His judgment
throne, where we shall
all be righteously
judged.
"If it had not been for
the saloons of my town,
I never would have
become a drunkard, my

Area, community churches list
religious services for Sunday
Various churches in
the city and county have
announced services and
meetings for Sunday,
Feb. 24, as follows:
---First Methodist
Dr. Walter E.
Mischke, Jr., minister,
will speak about "The
Sixth Commandment:
Life Is Precious" with
scripture from Exodus
20:13 and Matthew
5:17-24 at the 10:50 a.m.
service at the First
United Methodist
Church.
The Chancel Choir,
directed by Paul Shahan
with Bea Farrell as
organist, will sing the
anthem,"Take Up Your
Cross."
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wife never would have
moved to tears. The legalized the traffic, will drunkard
and a And whosoever erreth
been murdered, I would
judge made a motion as have to appear with me. murderer, and you
are thereby is not wise."
not be here ready to be
If to stop further speech, Think you that the great guilty with me
before Proverbs 20:1 (A.S.V.)
hurled into eternity.
when the speaker hasti- Judge will hold me - God and
man for the'
"Be not among wine
Had it not been for these
ly said:
the poor, weak, helpless murder of my wife.
bibbers. Among gluthuman traps. I would
"No! no! Your Honor, victim of your traffic "Your Honor, I am tonous eaters of flesh:
have been a sober man,
do not close my lips; I alone responsible for the done.
I am now ready to For the drunkard and
an in-dustrious
am nearly through. I murder of my wife? receive my
sentence, the glutton shall come to
workman, a tender
began my downward Nay, I, in my drunken, and be led
forth to the poverty: And
father, and a loving husca,reer at a saloon bar, frenzied, irresponsible place of execution. You
drowsiness will clothe a
band. But today my
legalized arid protected condition, have will close by asking the
man with rags." Prohome is destroyed, my by
the voters of this murdered one; but you Lord to have
mercy on verbs 23:20,21 4A.S.V.)
wife murdered, my little
town. After the saloons have deliberately voted my soul.
I will close by
"It is not for kings,0
children - God bless
you allowed have made for the saloons, which- solemnly asking
God to Lemuel, it is not for
and care for them - are
me a drunkard and a have,, murdered open your
blind eyes to kings to drink wine; Not
cast on the mercy of the
murderer, I am taken thousands, and they are your own individual for
princes to say,
world, while I am to be
before another bar, the in full operation today responsibility, so that Where
is stong drink?"
hanged by the strong
bar of justices, and now with your consent.
you will cease to give
"Lest they drink, and
arm of the state.
the power of the law will
"All of you know in your support to. this forget 'the law,
"God knows I tried to conduct
and
me to the place your hearts that these dreadful traffic."
pervert the justice due
reform, but as long as
of execution, and hasten words of mine are not
Author Unknown to any that is afflicted."
the open saloon was in
my soul into eternity. I the ravings of an unProverbs 31:4,5
my pathway, my weak,
shall appear, before sound mind, but the WHAT
THE BIBLE
,See also: Proverbs 23:
diseased will power was
another bar - the judg- truth of the Almighty SAYS ABOUT DRINK
. 29-35; _Isaiah 5:11;
no match against the
ment bar of God - and God. You legalized the
-Wine is a mocker, Minh 5:22, 23: Habakfearful, consuming
there you who have saloons that made me a strong drink a brawler;
kuk 2:12; Isaiah 10: 1,2.
agonizing appetite for
liquor.
"For one year our
town was without a
saloon. For one year I
FOR SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1965
was a sober man. For
one year my wife and
What kind of day will tomorrow be? pleases you. You'll impress others
minent role in your life today.
children were happy, To find out what the stars say,
read favorably.
and our home was a • the forecast given for your birth sign. LEO
SAGITTARIUS.
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
paradise.
(July 23 to Aug.22)
ARMS
There's still some tidying up to do at.
"I was one of those
It's the perfect day for a weekend
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
home. Then, take an interest in a new
who signed
getaway.
Romance,
Others take notice of your sex apadventure, exhobby. In love, you may be swept off
remonstrances against peal!
Romantic times are in store for citement... it's all yours! Investigate
your feet.
reopening the saloons of you.
new!
the
You'll hear from somebody at a
CAPRICOR
N
our town. One half of distance.
VIRGO
I Dec. nto Jan. 19i
this jury, the pro- TAURUS
Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
A bond of friendship grows
secuting attorney on (Apr.2)to May 20)
Your love life should be fulfilling. A
stronger. Home provides just the
this case, and the judge
After a social get-together, you'll novel investment is likely to appeal to
right setting for romance. Some will
who sits on this bench, want some time
for just the two of you. The accent is on charisma and entertain guests
tonight.
all voted for the saloons. you. New insights come
concerning reciprocation.
AQUARIUS
By their votes and in- investment possibilities
LIBRA
.
(Jan. 20to Feb. 18)
fluence, the saloons GEEINI
(Sept.23to Oct. 22)
Put the final touches on a career
reopened, and they have (May 21 to June 20)
An extra career push pays off handproject.
Local travel may lead to
made me what I am."
You'll rectify a career matter to somely. In romance, you profit from
These impassioned your satisfaction. Romance awaits initiative. Partners enjoy a change romance. The chance comes to make
new friends today.
words of the prisoner you at a social function. You're in top from routine tonight.
PISCES
fell like coals of fire form!
xrass.
SCORPIO
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
maw
upon the hearts of those CANCER
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
Shopping for luxury items may well
present, and many of (June 21 to July 22)
You may begin dating someone met be on your agenda.
A career break
the spectators and Some Surprising business developments through work. Investigate
new job comes in an unlikely way. Your word
of the lawyers were are in your favor. A child's progress leads. An aunt or an uncle
plays a pro- is your bond.

Hazel Brandon and
Assisting will be Jerry
Carol Kelly as Bolls, Ray Karraker,
accompanists.
Russ Workman, Glen B.
First Presbyterian
Gibbs, Brad Canter,
The Rev. Thomas Danny Cleaver, Jon
Schellingerhout, pastor, Burkeen, Roy Harmon,
will speak about Harry Russell, Sam
"Divine Perspective" Parker, Steve Dublin,
with scripture from Billy Nix, Max Walker,
Mark 8:31-33 at 10:45 Jack Rose, James Giba.m. service at the First son, Charles Humphrey,
Presbyterian Church. Frank Hargis, Ronnie
Holy Communion will be Sills, Gerald Coles and
distributed.
Joel Fisher.
The Church Choir,
Westside Baptist
directed by Daniel
The Rev. Charles
Craig with Cynthia Blair will speak at 10:50
Scribner as organist, a.m. and 6 p.m. services
will sing the anthem, at Westside Baptist
"Out of the Depths I Church. Tommy Scott
Cry." Church School will direct the music
Assembly will begin at with Susie Scott and
9:30 a.m.
Patsy Neale as
Dexter-Hardin
accompanists.
The Rev. David L.
The Church Choir will
Memorial Baptist
Haley, son, of Mr. and sing "I Just Feel Like
• The Rev. H.C. Zachry, Mrs. Ben Haley of Har- Something G'ood Is
interim pastor, will din, will speak at the 11 About To Happen" at
speak at the 10:50 a.m. a.m. service at the the morning service.
and 7 p.m. services at Dexter-Hardin United Bill and Kathy Ticknor
the Memorial Baptist Methodist Church. He is will sing a duet and
Church. He will be pastor of the Berry Brian Sirles a solo at the
assisted by J.D. Memorial United morning hour. At the
Outland, deacon of the Methodist Church, evening hour. Darrell
week, and Tommy Chicago, Ill.
Gibson will sing a solo.
Baker.
Goshen Methodist
Sinking Spring
Milton Gresham will
The Rev. Don
The Rev. Eddie
direct the Sanctuary Faulkner, pastor, will Young, pastor, will
Choir as members sing speak at the 11 a.m. and speak about "The Bible
4Ttio.0 4,14I, Worthy" at, .41.2n•fa-m-Swaegiklit-t
and..Jje Average...If-an" . Opon-Defly,;--Sundis7- IR 6
, :.the -Morning hour. Goshen United with scripture from
Gresham will sing a plc) Methodist Church. Nehemiah 8:1-12 at 11
at the evening hour. Groover Parker will a.m. service and "The
Margaret Wilkins is assist with Scott Col- Son Clothed Woman"
accompanist.
eman to give the with. scripture from
First Baptist
children's devotion.
Revelation 12:1-6 at the
Dr. Greg Earwood,
Charles Proffitt will 6 p.m. service at the
pastor, will speak at the direct the song service Sinking Spring Baptist
• 10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m. with Carla Halkias and Church.
services at the First Tracy Beach as accomPaul Henderson will
Baptist Church. H
42k
will panists. Sunday School serve as deacon of the
be assisted by th
ev. will begin at 19 a.m.
week. Max McGinnis
G.T. Moody, asso ate
First Christian
will direct the music
pastor, and Paul Lyons.
Dr. David Roos, with Karon Johnson and
deacon of the week.
pastor, will 'speak about Laura Paschall as
The Adult Choir, "Nails Of Cross" with accompanists.
directed by Wayne scriapture from Mark
Hazel Baptist
Halley, will sing "We 12:38-40 at 10:45 a.m.
The Rev. James' T.
Sing The Mighty Power services at First Chris- Garland will speak at 11
of God" at thextiorning tian Church. Margaret a.m. and 6:30 p.m. serhour. The Ladies Choir Boone will direct the vices at the Hazel Bapwill sing "How I Love music with Warren
Ken- tist Church,
You" and Mrs. Gale nett as organist
The Church Choir,
Vinson will sing a solo at
Assisting will be Billie directed by Gene Orr
the evening hour. Allene Burton, Johnny Reagan, Miller, will sing "Day
Knight a-nd Joan Joe Rigsby, Betty Gore, By • Day." Gwyn Key
Bowker are Bill Koca, David and Oneida White will
accompanists.
Reeves, Marilyn be accompanists.
Stickler and Bill Van
- Martin's Chapel,
Grace Baptist
-Good Shepherd
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe, Meter.
The Rev. Bill Hart,
Seventh and Poplar
pastor, will speak at the
K mart'
John Dale will speak pastor, will speak about
Sale Pixe
10:50 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.
ess
services at the Grace about "Let's Be "Communicating Love
Rebate
Baptist Church. He will Honest" with scripture Through Prayer" at the
be assisted by the Rev. from Ephesians 4:14-15 9:30 a.m. service at
rter
t Sost
l rrebt
e
Repose irnrted rn• s s•puicbon
Randolph Allen, out at 8:30 and 10:40. a.m. Martin's Chapel United
services
Methodist
and
about
Church
"The
and Dustbuststr- cordless vac
reach minister.
"The Lighthouse" will Christian Faces Stress at the 11 a.m. service at with wall-mount storage uni'
be sung by the Church and Depression" with the Good Shepherd
Choir with Keith scripture from Psalm United Methodist
Downey and Rikey 4345 at the 6 p.m. ser- Church. He will speak at
Smith (p.s soloists at the vice at the Seventh and the 6 p.m. service at
morning hour. Leland Poplar Church of Christ. Good Shepherd.
- •-•
Peeler will direct the
music with Dwane
Jones and Anita Smith
as accompanists.
Poplar Spring
The Rev. Chester P.
ThieWeek Only
Culver, pastor, will
speak about "The
Church of My Dreams,
Part 2" at the 11 a.m.
• service and about 'Today, Thou Shalt Be With
Me In Paradise" at the
.G01.. 7.57
6:30 p.m. service at the
Poplar Spring Baptist
Church. The evening
message is , No. 2 of
seven concerning the
Credit Available
Seven Sayings From
Sole PSC* Gat Intone*
Open Saturdays
The Cross.
point; wall or ceding
Opan 7:30-5:00 M-F, HI noon Sat.
Troy and Barbara
Garland will conduct
Children's Church at 11
639 South 4th
Murray
753-9868
a.m. Dan Hargrave will
direct the music with
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Sava 23%.Ow 4.47. Nylon
tights. Sizes S-M-L.
Our 5.67. Nylon/Lycra"spandex, Sizes A-B-C,
4.44
• as pan;

Reg 11.4

4CSKIN
Ovr
:

4.88

-5.00 :LF-octocy
18.44

2.12 vvashc$oto"
I 33
•onccwe. 33
,

.33

Save 29%. Ow 8.47."Play-skin" leotards; short-sleeved
nylon leotards in color
choice. Sizes S-M-L

Save 32%. Our 4.97.
22x42 "Christy" bath
towel; polyester cotton

SPECIAL!

10%
Discount

01L FILTEF

444444410440001•4

On All
Brake Work k

5.57

Limit 2. Our Reg. 3.67
Planters 24 Ox. Dry Roast Nuts.

Salted or Unsalted.

2.37
Sale Price Ea. Motorcratr
or AC-Deico• oil fitters
to tit many U S cars

MASTER MUFFLER

F4otizt 20-30 Gal
Plastic
aiew
di. Oz •

Bars

V.
, -4,24 •1:••

L-750

TUCK'S PANELING

•

7:30-5:30 MON.-FRI.
5AT., 7:30 A.M.-3:00 P.M.

NEW W /DEODORIZER!!
10.000 BTU
Radiant Heat
Auto Lighting
Rismovable
Tank

•

5.97
Sale Price Ea.
Blank VHS or
Beta tapes.

$59.95
•

~WOW-

UL Listed

10111110111601 IIRRT112111

Hwy.451 kli.Ss.
Martin,IN

901/587-3000

T-120

Mines es
Girls Fit 642-84
:

Save 23%. Our
1.97 Pr. Anklets;
cotton/nylon

3.33

1.58

Save 32%. Our
4.97 Pkg. 50.
trash can bogs.

Sal* Pi-Ica. 4pack Palmdiva" soap.

JOE

Savo 25%. Our
3.97 Pr. Jr., Sr.,
SOCC•f shin
guards. 2.9

9.9
7
23%. Our
Save
12.97. Soccer
ball; size 4
or 5.
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700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
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i‘sb‘ng, V'ne
American automobile
Is your faithful fishing
manufacturers switched
partner. the gasoline
motor that powers your over to building engines
fishing boat, premature- designed for non-leaded
ly destined for the junk gasoline in the mid
yard because you may seventies and it was
hot be able to obtain the assumed at the time that
mei to keep it healthy't
the "gas guzzlers" of
That's the question earlier vintage would
that flashed through soon disappear from the
millions of angler's highways. However, the
minds upon reading a re- driv." public did not
respond as predicted. Incent news release from
the I S. Environmental -stead of trading for a
Protection Agency pro- new car, they kept the
posing to reduce the lead old model in repair and
millions of them are still
used in -gasoline by 91
on the highways.
percent as of Jan. 1, 1986
Another development
Too much lead is being
introduced into the at- complicating matters is
mosphere from the ex- the fact that some
haust of automobiles and owners of automobiles
other machines using designed to use nonleaded gasoline to fuel leaded gasoline have iltheir internal combus- legally altered their
tion engines. the EPA car's engine and emission systems for the use
cxplained

of leaded gasoline.
The addition of lead to
gasoline increases the
octane rating and provides some lubrication to
parts of the engine such
as valves in the typical
four-stroke automobile
engine.
Removing the lead
the
from
gasoline
decreases the octane
rating which can result
in pre-ignition and piston
burning plus increased
wear on valves and loss
of power. Poor performance and similar
piston damage can occur
in engines of two-stroke
design widely used in
most outboard motors.
EPA's proposal for
drastic reduction of lead
in gasoline is not an "end
of
world"
the
catastrophe for ail

fishing
engines,
however. In fact, many
of the more than nine
million outboards currently in use that have
been using regular leaded gas can continue to do
so with unleaded fuel.
These engines are in
the lower horsepower
ranges, mainly with
some in the higher
horsepower brackets.
"Engines that are
stressed are more likely
to have problems with
non-leaded fuel," Tom
Ireland, manager of field
and customer relations
for Outboard Marine
Corporation, explained.
An engine of 100 inch
displacement
that
developes
120
horsepower is considered to be under more
stress than an engine of

1t Land Behseen the Lakes

Eagle search this weekend
For those who want to wildlife biologist, will
-.ee eagles. Eagles show rare film footage
eekend 19s5 will offer on the first eagles to nest
;,lent of opportunities. at LBL in more than thirl'he annual event. which ty years. A leg band on
%ikes place this year one of the birds identified
''ehruary 22 through it as an eagle hatched in
i-•ebruary 24. Is cospon- the Columbus. Ohio. zoo
-ored by the Kentucky and hacked at LBL in
"
e-1:41;'i--,--ierrt:7-cf7-71='-arks•- ---2982:
..MtaLfiC411-13
.- ..arr
rid Land Between The perimental technique in
• .akes
which young eagles are
Guides at the weekend raised on an artificial
event will • lead grpups. nest under human care
along the LBL shoreline and observation, and
in search of eagles. Since then released when they
,t's often hard to spot are strong enough to fly.
eagles out in the field. Eagles have a strong
leaders .will talk about homing instinct, and
the best. way to look for they will normally return
them — and about how to to nest in the general
observe the birds once area where they first
They've been spotted. learned to fly..
.;roups on the lookout for
The hacked eas,le's
eagles will probably see return to LBL rriad7 a lot
.ther types of wildlife. of "firsts:" the first
and the guicles .will be documented return and
there to answer any nesting of a hacked eagle
:•luestions that may come in the southeastern
Lip.
•
United States, the first
• -The great outdoors•' report of a hacked eagle
won't be the only place successfully nesting in
the see. eagles When. the wild after hatching in
groups put away their captivity, and the first
binoculars and come report of a 3-year-old
hack Inside, naturalists bird nesting. (Biologists
ind eagle experts will thought eagles didn't
entertain and edycate nest until they were at
them with a close-up look
least four or five years
,it eagles and other birds old. ;
of prey
rope monitored the
Marcus Cope. an LBL eagle's nest from its

discovery in April, 1984.
until the eaglet was
fledged four months
later, and he will tell the
audience all about it.
Another famous bird
— the first eagle hatched
through aritificial insemination — is coming
vveFicend -with
Voelker of Eagle
Trust. International. The
eagle will fly across the
Stage so that people can
get*a close look at the
span.
wing
bird's
Voelker. who has the
largest collection of
eagles in the world, will
also display other live
eagles and birds of prey.
John-Stokes, Assistant
Curator of Birds at the
Memphis Zoo, will show
an assortment of live
birds of prey, including
hawks,
owls,
and
Mississippi kite during
his talk on -Close Encounters of the Bird
Kind."
Field
trips
are
scheduled for Saturday
and Sunday. The trips on
Saturday are limited to
the first 400 who
preregister. Those who
want to go on Sunday
morning field trip must
also register in advance.
There is no limit on the
number who can attend

the indoor programs at
Lake Barkley Convention Center.
The registration fee for
the entire weekend's activities is $6 for adults
and $4 for students (1st
grade through university). This ihqudes -field
- trip transportation and
admittance to lodge programs. There will be no
registration fee for
preschoolers, but a $2
bus fee will be charged if
a bus seat is required. A
$2 fee will be charged for
those who do not register
for the weekend but wish
to attend lodge programs
only.
For Eagles Weekend
information, call LBL at
(502) 924-5602, extension
238, Monday through Friday. from 7:00 a.m. to
3:30 p.m.
Weekend participants
who wish to stay at Lake
Barkley State Resort
Park must make room
reservations by contacting the park directly at'
P.O. Box 790, Cadiz, Kentucky 42211, or by calling
(502)924-1171. There is a
15('r reduction on room
rates
for
Eagles
Weekend participants.
Lodging fees do not include activity fees

similar size which only tion, and Increased blems along with acproduces 80 horsepower. cylinder compression.
celerating engine wear
One way to increase
The 91 percent reduc- and performance prohorsepower is to in- tion in lead additives in a blems because alcohol
crease piston displace- short 15 month period is causes deterioration in
ment in the cylinder but, faster
than
the nitrile rubber comthis usually results in a technology
and pounds commonly used
bigger, heavier engine manufacturing lead time In automobile and boat
and adding weight can can handle.
fuel
systems. 'The
boat
reduce
They have already deteriorating rubber perperformance.
redesigned
many mits both the alcohol
Accordingly. develop- engines to use the major component and gasoline
ing horsepower without lead substitute, alcohol to leak into the bilges.
Increasing engine size additives togas, but need
Some of the perforand weight has been a more time to convert the mance problems will In
goal of the industry with rest!
reduced fuel economy,
engineering features
Lead substitutes, such harder starts, and corrosuch as better ignition, as alcohol, can create sion in the gas tank along
improved fuel distribu- significant safety pro- with faster valve tvear.

Increasing deer harvests reported
Preliminary harvest state Phillips said.
data for the 1984 archery
Northcentral Kenand gun seasons reflects tucky (in the 5th and 6th
Cntinued growth by Law
Enforcement
Kentucky's deer herd Districts), -and the
throughout most of the western counties (in the
-Mate; as well as a record - 1st and 2nd DiStricts)
harvest for the eighth continued to be the
consecutive year.
leading harvest areas
John Phillips. Ken- statewide.
tucky Department of
Kentucky's deer herd,
Fish
and
Wildlife which is now estimated
Resources
deer at 190.000 individuals,
specialist, said that has been expanding
preliminary data in- rapidly since 1976. The
dicates that during Ake foundation for this
recently-concluded 1984 remarkable comeback
season a totaluf more was a massive, 27-year
thati -S2,-040
:
"Wnitetails stacking -effort. From
were taken statewide. 1949
through
1976,
Approximajely 23,000 of thousands of deer were
those
deer
were live trapped in Mamharvested from farms moth Cave National
and forestlands in the 115 Park and Ballard Councounties open to hunting, ty Wildlife Management
not including wildlife Area and released in
management
areas, groups of p0 to 75 per
where special season county throughout the
dates and quotas may state. Since 1976 Kenhave been in effect.
tucky's deer harvest has
Phillips said that fds:
t " increased by an average
the first time there were of 28.7,
; annually. In 1976
two Kentucky counties the herd was estimated
which had a total harvest at 80,000 and there was a
of over 1.000 deer each — harvest of approximateChristian and Owen. ly 7,000 deer.
Hunters harvested 1,011
The tremendous indeer in Christian County. crease in Kentucky's
780 of which were bucks. deer herd is due to a
In Owen, the total was number of factors. "We
1,208 with the buck understand deer herd
harvest placed at 795. population dynamics betThe statewide "open ter now. There's more incounty" buck harvest tensive management,
was 18,818.
and our firmer control of
In 1984 counties in the harvest has produced
southeastern Kentucky better herds in the infailed to show a harvest dividual counties," said
increase, although good Bill Graves. Director of
gains were made in the the Division of Wildlife,
northeastern part of the adding that "the years of
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Uncle Jeff's

We Carry Black Powder,
Ammunition,
Accessories, Pistols
& Rifles. CVA, Navy
Arms, Thompson Center.

Sporting Goods
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808 Chestnut

Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Center
9-9 Men.-Sat.
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0 and Have a Completes:,
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Automotive Machine Shop! 0
o, We Also Make Hydraulic
0 Hoses. 753-4563 512 S. 12th :
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Marina
.k. Keniake
Complete Line of Fishing
and Sporting Equipment

ef°

Boat, Motor,Ski &

Itt 1 1.0•4041(502)474-2245 or 474-2211,1st 171

_
"
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Rods, Reels,
Tack to and
everything else
you need

Cedric,
Jo, Eric
and
Jane Benson

502-753-1342

collecting data for our in the herd is increasing
population model have faster than the harvest
paid off."
and that the number of
The population model does taken was less than
has allowed Phillips to expected. Bow hunters.
predict each year's deer who usually account for
harvest with uncanny ac,
-the ov"Erall
curacy. It also' helps in harvest, took about 100
tailoring season lengths fewer does than in 1983.
and the number of days ''Apparently,
more
open to antlerless deer bowhunters are trophy
hunting to populations in hunting these days,"
each county. Last year, Phillips said, adding that
Phillips estimated that the "archery buck
the 1984 "open county" harvest was up over
harvest would be 24,200 1983."
deer. The 5.2% error in
The number of bow
the actual harv,tzt _as hunters has grown, and
comlto the ITIErvett the'reirtseen a 4 toTri
projections can be trac- crease in the purchase of
-ed directly to the fact deer permits in the past
that some hunters are few years. As for the
still not bringing in their outlook'for the 1985 deer
deer to check stations, as Season, Phillips is
regulationespecify.
predicting thlt the total
In tabulating the "open county',' harvest
*
preliminary
deer will increase by 1.000
harvest data for 1984. deer, and that seasons
Phillips came across will continue to be
some interesting tidbits liberalized in some counof information. He found ties where deer populathat the number of bucks tions are high.

ca

Red-tailed hawk
causing uproar
at state Capitol
CHARLESTON,
W.Va. (AP) — A redtailed hawk has taken
up residence on the
Capitol grounds and has
been upsetting
statehouse workers by
dining on pigeons and
squirrels.

monster swoops down
out of the heavens and
eats it."
The red-, brown-, and
white-feathered hawk,
with a wingspan of 4 to 5
feet, was first reported
to the state Department
of Natural Resources in
November, said departrnent spokesman Art

Statehouse guards say
they have seen the bird
swoop down on squirrels
711111Fre cLsaid the hawk V
and pigeons, usually at
presents no threat to
midmorning, causing a
humans despite its
commotion.
ferocious appearance,
"Some people who and is a federally procome here for business tected species.
just aren't into that kind
Shomo said his agenof thing. You know what cy has no immediate
I mean?" said one plans to trap and
guard. "You're walking remove the predator:
along with your brief, "The hawk is a
case watching a tame loner," he said. "When
squirrel play and sud- the food source is gone,
denly this big, brown it will leave."
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On Beautiful Kentucky Lake

Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?
*AI

410 N. 4th
753-8346-753-6779

*Bass Hawk Boats
'Authorized Evinrude
Sales 8. Service

*J.C. Pontoons
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Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
Road and Field Service

A special task force of
engine manufacturers,
component parts suppliers, boat builders, and
oil companies has been
established to marshal
technical information on
how safety and performance problems ean be
met. The industry group
will also participate in
the EPA regulatory process asking for a slower
phase-out.
We will try to keep you
advised
future
of
developments which can
affect your fishing!
Happy fishing!
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•If. T-EnTiessee Tech wins both games and
Youngstown State splits thy defeating Middle
Tennesseei
— Tech will be first with an 11-3 record
— Youngstown and Murray State will be tied for
second, with to top seed going to Youngstown if
Eastern finishes higher than Middle. If Middle
finishes higher than Eastern and Murray State
VOliTtlge
Seed-, -Tfie -highei,Seed would
play Morehead: while the lower would play Austin
Peay *If Tennessee Tech splits and Youngstown Splits
—Tech would be first with a 10-4 record.
— Youngstown and Murray State will be tied for
second see abovej.
*If Tech loses both and Youngstown splits
—A three-way tie for first would occur, involving Tech. Youngstown, and Murray State, all with
9-5 records. If this were to occur, Tech would get
this first-round bye. while Youngstown would
receive the No. 2 seeding and Murray would play
Austin Peay.

These three seniors will play their final games in Racer Arena this weekend:
Craig Talley. Mike Lahm, and Vada Martin.

In lieu of breaking down each game, this week
we will consider the different possibilities which
could affect Murray State's seeding in the upcoming Ohio Valley Conference Tournameht. All of
these projections are based on in assumption the
Racers will win both games this weekend.

2 TRUCKS TO SERVE
YOU BETTER
24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE

All Your Real Estate Needs
j

McCLARD

Creative
Printers, Inc.
121 ByPass Murray
For health
insurance to
help pay
soaring
if
hospital and
surgical bills,
check with
State Farm.

Larry Krouse
Insurance
oat a good
riesselbtx
state Farm tnere

ti11t1114.•
,a-pC

524 Main

Purdom,
Thurman
& McNutt
McNutt
Southsido
Court sq.
753%4451
State Auto
Insurance Companies

or

The Home Defender
GOLD Edition from
State Auto Insurance
Compahies...covering with exceptionally high
limits. Let us tell you
your residence and
more about this extra
personal property
against just about every special homeowners
conceivable kind of los4pobcy.

goleedlawl
a..,. Saes
Agenl

CALCULATORS
IS CASH
REGISTERS

SALES &'SERVICE
Factory Trained Mechanics • We Deliver 4
• Office Supplies • Furniture • Calculation
• Copy Machines II, Supplies • Typewriters
zEtor I,Hlenork oi ZERO) C.ORPORATION
Your only Authorized XEROX
Sakes Agont in this area

LikirtirraY State-118-7, 7-5) —
vs. Morehead State (8-17, 2-'10)
Monday, February 25, 1985,
7:30 p.m.
Racer Arena, Murray, Kentucky

'Leading Edge
'Digital
'Apricot

•IBM
•Televideo
11111111

0

TOLL FREE-DIAL '1'
& THEN 800 592-3499
512 MAIN MURRAY

753-0123

753-0212

753-2321

le

$1.50 DAY
For Movie Rentals On
Tuesdays and Thursdays

See Us For All Types of Software
OLYMPIC PLAZA MURRAY 753-7733

D&W Auto
Supply Inc.
%Automotive Parts & Paint
*Complete Automotive
Machine Shop

For
Delicious
Fish
Dinners

*Complete Automotive
Glass Shop
512S. 12th

•

753-4563

Murray
Electric
System

COPIERS. CASH REGISTERS

OFFICE FURNITURE & DESIGN

759-9

Murray, Ky.

-

is Now Your Apple Computer
Service Center
We Carry

MI ,1)0

SHELL

If your home
and possessions
are extra
special...

Goforthe
GOLD!

7S1 2)4

Home of the Racer Meetings
"Monday at 12 Noon
711 So. 12th

Of importance to the Racers: Avoid having to
play, Austin Peav. since that would eventi HY nit
MSU against Middle Tennessee on the Blue
Raiders' home court To do This, Youngstown must
lose both games this weekend

-Thorobred Computers
and Software Systems

Meet
Warren
Shropshire
Of The
Home Team
Call Him For

For All Your
Printing Needs
Large or Small

*If'Tech splits and Youngstown loses both „
—Tech wins i first with a 10-37 record
_ — Mifrea.Y j s
. eeondand would play Morehi•ad
in the first round.
__pet
—Youngstown would be third and play Austin

MONDAY GAMES
Akron at Middle Tenn.
Youngstown at Tenn. Tech
Eastern at Austin.Peay
State:-

Murray State (18-7,
vs. Eastern Kentucky (13-12, 7-5)
Saturday, February 23, 1985,
30 p.m.
Racer Arena, Murray, Kentucky

L

*If Tech splits and Youngstown wins both
—Youngstown and Tech tie for first. with Tech
receiving the bye because of the sweep of their
, games with Eastern.
— Youngstown would play Morehead while Murray State would play Austin Peay.

SATURDAY GAMES
Youngstown at Middle Tenn.
Akron at Tenn. Tech
Morehead at Austin Peay
Eastern at Murray State

CURRENT STANDINGS
Tennessee Tech
9-3
Youngstown Slate
Murray State
7-5
Eastern Kentucky
7-5
Middle Tennessee
6-6
Akron
6-6
Austin Peay
3-9
Morehead State
2-10

5
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Ross Insurance
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Racers return home for two-game stand
Special to the Ledger & Times
been the play of sophomore center Bob McCann.
After a devastating four-game road swing
At 6-9 and 225 pounds, McCann has brought a new
which saw Murray State's basketball team fall
dimension of physical play to the league while
from 18-3 to 18-7 and from first to third place in
having a chance to become only the second
the. Ohio _Valley Conference. the Racers will
player in OVC history to end the season leading.
return home for a pair of games which will close
the conference in both scoring (17.01 and rebounthe 1984-85 basketball season
ding (9.91.
The Racers face rematches with Eastern Ken"Neitherof these teams can be taken lightly.'•
tucky on Saturday. and Morehead State on Monnoted Greene. "Each one has an outstanding inday, February 25-. • -Both: gamrs-will..berin --ln
diYidual.player,:but,we.caretlet-our-attention be
Racer Arena at 730.
focused /!on that one player. Eastern and
The Eastern Kentucky game will mark the seMoreheacfboth have talent at every position and
cond time in as rnany.starts,ttaiVe Racers- will - we-must maintain a total defensive effort
every be trying to break a tie. for ilinitition in the
moment of the game."
breakneck OVC race-. As MSU enters the 'final
The Racers lefornPfi t) -o lessnn the hard way
weekend of play, a strong possibility exists that
Monday night at Youngstown, where they played
the league could have a four-way tie for the ti,tle.
solid defense for 39 minutes' and 55 seconds.
which would be a first in the conference's
However, that tive-secorfd lapse proved costly as
history
it allowed YSU's John Kestiock an uncontested
Coach Ron Greene's Racers will seek a
lay-irewith one.scond on the clock, breaking a
measure of revenge as well as sole possession of
third place in the battle against the Colonels, who
stand at13-12 overall nd 7-5 in the OVC. MSU
lost a hotly-contested game in Richmond on
-January 19. when EKI: won 53-51. The Colonels
W
.-ere...v,•ithotit the services of last year's OVC
Freshman of the Year. Antonio Parris, in the
January game_ The sophomore guard enters the
MSC tussle with a 14.4 points-per-game average.
NIthough Morehead State. .the defending
league champion. enters Racer Arena as the
cellar-dweller of the league this season. coach
Wane Martin's Eagles have demonstrated their
strength with a 79-70 upset. win over leagueleader Tennessee Tech on Monday.
• Tlke
orlini'eVead
cisea

Murray State Racers
-featured on ESPN
during eSportsLook.

57-57 deadlock and handling the Racers their
fourth loss in a row, the first time MSU has suffered through that kind of drought since the
1978-79 season.
"It was a difficult four-game swing,". commented Greene. "While the other contenders
were winning and gaining momentum, we were
struggling. I just hope we can bounce back, win
two this weekend,and enter the OVC tournament
getting some of our momentum back.Providing consistent play throughout the fourgame dry spell was senior Vada Martin. During
that span, the 6-7 forward averaged 15.3 points,
leading team scoring in three of the four games.
His 62.2 percent sniping from the field ame
from in the paint as well as the perimeter.
"Vada has played well for us recently," stated
Greene. "Now we need to get him some support
and get back to the balanced play that carried us.
early."
The Murray State Racers will receive national attention on Monday night, February 25,
when they are featured on "SportsLook." a L
sports journalism show which is broadcast on
ESPN. The show will be broadcast at 4:30 p.m.
and again at 3 a.m. on Tuesday, February 26.
North Carolina State University head basketball coach Jim Valvano and CBS News also
gave the Racers a plug. as Valvano tabbed the
Racers as "one of the teams not widely known
who %VIII be in the NCAA tournament."'The segment was broadcast on Tuesday, February 19,
as a portion of the CBS Morning News.
.
.

Murray Police Club boxers
capture Fight Night honors
•

Marcelous Foster is natural athlete ... he's
onig-,--eevectexii;ars -eldrie,-.7_,agh, --quick and- he
but already Murray thinks well in the ring,"
Police Boxing coach Latimer noted. "Chris
Rickey Latimer is surprised me,by stick-t
predicting a big future ing to the basics once he
for the local pugilist,
got under pressure and
he never lost his coinFoster's teammate posure. And that's pretChris Allen, a 9-year- ty good for his first
old, is also showing an fight."
apptude for.the.sport at
a young age.
Saturday night was
"Both of these guys the first night for.
both
have really come along Murray youth with
since we started work- Foster claiming a seing with them six mon- cond round TKO over
ths ago," Latimer said Covington (Tenn.)
after his .duo returned fighter Brad Glover and
from Ripley, Tenn., Allen losing a split deciwhere they competed in sion to Ripley's John
a local Fight Night last Bend.
Saturday.
Foster, whose boxing,
'
e'Marcelous is a nickname is 'The'

Marshall in the girls
championship.
Saturday
at 6 p.m.
After Jackson hit his
free throws, Calloway
called timeout, then
threw the ball in to
halfcourt and called
another timeout to set
up the last shot with
three seconds left. The
20-footer at the buzzer
missed, however, ending the Lakers' season
at 5-6 overall. Lee McManus, enjoying a strong second half
of the season, led all
Tiger scorers with 10,
followed by Jackson
with nine and Jason
Hunt With six.

Cherry -Street peat',
shoWedsavvy by slipping punches and landing a looping right and several
right and -left hooks re.
back Glover on the
ropes in the second
round. The fight was
called off shortly
afterwards.
Foster won the Best
Junior Boxer trophy for
the night's action. Allen
was awarded the
Outstanding Sportsman
medal for his effort.
Latimer said a few of
his MPC fighters will be
training for the Junior
Olympics which will be
held for 12-15 year-olds
in Louisville this
summer.

Calloway had the
game's leading scorer

in Corey Wells. He had
16.
According to MHS
coach Tony Franklin,
his team's victory came
as much by fate as by
utilization of talent.
"It came down to the
final shots and we ended
up with the ball last.
Chris made some
pressure shots for us
that won 'the game.
Overall, we are playing
a lot better now than, we
were earlier and
hopefully we'll be able
to keep it up on Saturday," Franklin said.
Murray improved to 6-6
overall.
Calloway coach Dan
Thompson said both
teams showed a lot of
(Continued on Pg.11)

WE FINANCE
NO % INTEREST
ON THESE MODELS
75 Monte Carlo, red, sharp
77 Bonneville, 2 dr., loaded, sun roof
75 Datsun B-210, 4 dr,
71 Chevy Pickup, automatic and air
78 Dodge Omni, 4 dr., red
79 T-Birde white, re gOLP..or.1..
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•
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BRUCE TAYLOR
Fortner Murray star at Vandy

Vanderbilt depending
on former Murray-,star
in clutch role this year
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NASHVILLE, Tenn. - When Bruce Taylor
broke into the Vanderbilt University lineup last
season, head baseball coach Roy Mewborne used
Taylor's talents primarily as a designated hitter.
This season, Taylor's last, he'll finally-be given
a shot at showing his defensive skills as well.
'the 6-.1-190-Wigid-frayler it.hasehtill-standegt--from Murray,
wilfbe startiniat first base for
the Commodores this season.
After ..̀transferring from West Les Angeles
Community College in January of 1983, the Vandy,
coaching staff made room for Taylor as a
designated hitter during the last two-thirds of the
season. Taylor responded by hitting .333, which
was bolstered by his last 26 at-bats when he collected 14 hits and averaged .538.
His stets included eight doubles, five home
runs and 25 RBI during the partial season. At
WLACC where he earned his junior college
degree, Taylor led the league with 16 doubles and
a .402 batting average.
This year, Mewborne wants to see the kind of
performances Taylor can proiluce at the plate as
well as,in the field.
Said Mewborne, "We're counting on Bruce to
have a good season. We're planning on' hitting
him in the fifth spot in the lineup where he has a
chance to drive in a lot of runs. He was a good
clutch hitter last year and we look for him to do
the same kind,of thing for us this season."
Taylor, interviewed during the team's media
day in Nashville, Thursday, had these comments
on the Commodores' season which begins
tonight, "With this being my final season I'm
very eager to get started. I've been swinging the
bat well in.practice so I think I can pick up where
I left off last year.
"I've been working a lot on my-defense, lately.
I didn't work any at all in the field last year and
I'm a little rusty. It's very important for me to
play well in the field in addition to hitting."
Listed as a first baseman and emergency catcher, Taylor is optimistic about 'contributing
somewhe,re on a very promising Commodore
squad.
"I think we can have a good team this year. We
have a good lineup that has the potential to score
a lot of runs. Our pitching is unproven, but I think
that is going to be the-surprise part of the team.
We will be a better pitching team than people
think," he said;
Vandy has five starters in the field and one
starting pitcher back from last year's 28-17 team
that missed the playoffs by just one-half game.
Returning regulars, besides Taylor, include
third_ team .All-Artierican shortstop Joey Cora
(.361)'. third baseman George Flower(:315), catcher Tom Griffin ('304), and centerfielder Jeff
Graham (.230).

Itry.

Jackson free throws lift MHS frosh
over Calloway, 37=35, in overtime
BENTON, Ky. - Two
pressure-packed., free
throws by Chris Jackson
provided the difference
for Murray High's
freshman boys basketball team in a 37-35 overtime victory- over
Calloway County.
With five seconds left
in the overtime period,
Jackson hit both ends of
a one-plus-bonus situation Thursday night to
advance the Tigers to
Saturday's championship game- of the
freshman district
tournament.
Murray's opponent in
the finals will be North
Marshall in Saturday's
game starting at 7:15
p.m. Host Benton's girls
team will play North
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MURRAY POLICE BOXERS - Marcelous Foster (left) and Chris Allen
brought home boxing awards from a recent Fight Night in Ripley. Tenn. The
youth represented members of the Murray Police Boxing Club and both were
seeing their first action.ip the ring last Saturday. Staff photo by Jim Rector
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Vanderbilt opens its season this weekend in
Hattiesburg, Miss., with single games tonight,
Saturday and Sunday against Southern
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USFL says time has arrived for double-check;
television networks refuse to offer assistance
game between the Birmingham Stallions and
New Jersey Generals.
"Our league is innovative, exciting, fresh
and a place where football still is a game. I
look at instant replay as
something that's there.
it-Mates senile-to me
and we're going to use it
and see where it goes." His opinion. though, is
not shared .by the networks who televise
USFL games. 1- ABC
and the all-sports channel, ESPN. Reacting to
Usher's announcement,
both said they would not
be involved in the teplay.
process.
"The USFL will not
receive anything from
us other than the picture

UNITED STATES FOOTBALL LEAGUE
at it is being broadcast. will continue to provide
and the USFL will tape feeds of our. live
that picture on its own," telecasts ..to monitors
said ABC: which will located in the press box.
televo ise - the The USFL must utilize
Birmingham -New the replays • that the
Jersey game nationally. viewers at home will
"We thive stated before, see."
and we still- feel that
Appeals will be
way, that. it is inap- limited to three types of
propriate for ABC to be plays - whether a ball
involved In the of- has been' fumbled;
ficiating of a game."'
whether 'a pass'is comAt ESPN, meanwhile, plete, incomplete or inChief operating officer •tercepted ; and whether
Scotty C,onnal said: "We a ballcarrier has

•
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•
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•
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Instant Replay:
NEW YORK (AP) The use of a televised instant replay to decide
controversial plays in
fdotball has long been a
controversial issue in
itself.
But that hasn't stopped Comtpissioner
Harry Usher
United States Football
League from going
ahead with it this
season.
"After meeting with
.our football operations
people, I decided that instant replay was an idea
whose time had come."
Usher said Thursday in
, announcing that the
device, used on an expetintental basis in two
preseason games, would
be used during Sunday's
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penetrated the goal line.
The USFL said it
would use the instant
replay in "appropriate"
televised games during
the season.
. To appeal a play, the
head coach must notify
the official prior to the
next 0nap or free kick.
The referee will then
drop a red flag, call
time out and signal the
offieial in the press box,
who will review the play
and make cidecision.
There were three appeals during the two
preseason games. In
each case. USFL supervisor of officials Cal
Lepo're, Sitting in the
press Vox, upheld the officials' original
decision.
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Mina Todd:
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SCOREBOARD

A prime candidate for Comeback PlaN er of the 1 ear

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
By BRYAN TYRELL
school. I called her and
It would be hard to asked if she would be infind a player more terested in playing this
deserving to be selected year because I knew I
Comeback Player of the needed that person. She
Year than Murray worked very hard to
get
State's Mina Todd.
back into shape, and her
Heading into the final contribution to the team
three games of her col- has been invaluable."
legiate career, Todd has
Todd knew her skill
fought her way back had deteriortated darfrom adversity many ing the lay-off and it has
times. She
s gone been frustrating at
through mo trials and times not being able to
tribulation
than any do what she has in the
one othe player and past with ease. She has
always
me out on top. learned to adapt,
"If I had to go to war though, and feels she
and could only take one has become a better
type of person, Mina pl4er and person for it.
Todd would be that type
Todd was the darling
of person," said Lady of the Jackson Purehase
Racer head coach Bud when she attended
Childers. "Mina has Calloway County High
been through the ropes School. She was twice
and has had many ups named the Purchase
and downs in her Player of the Year and
career. She has battled was selected to the
through it all and is en- parade All-American
ding her career in a team. Her senior year,
positive manner.",
the Lakers finished 21-6
Todd currently is and Todd was selected
averaging 11.5 points to take part in the
per game, but the thing Kentucky-Indiana Allwhich makes that Star game.
statistic more imShe could do no wrong
pressive is that she as she accepted a
hasn't played basketball. scholarship to the
for two years. After University of Tennessee
transferring to Murray and played for Pat Head
State from the Universi- Summitt, the coach of
ty of Tennessee, Todd last year's gold Medal
played for a year and a Olympic team. Trouble
COACH OF THE Ft•TURE - Mina Todd (left) plans to enter the coaching
half before coming then set in for Todd, who
ranks of women's basketball after her career with the Nhirray State Lady
downwith was away from home
Racers this season. She plans to join the MS( staff nest season as a graduate
mononucleosis, which for the first time in her
assistant.
caused her miss the en- life. After one semester,
tire 1982-83 season. The Todd left. for Murray" that spring,
played 11 her to get to the games, him putting up that
following year, Todd State and home. It was a games in 1981, and
was. she'll be, there. She'll' goal, it -allowed me to
withdrew from school decision that
_ named to the All-OVC never know _.how much_ _ work on_roy
and began working.
misunderstood at first Freshman team. The her support, along' with
After playing her final
"I totally lost interest and drew $ o-rne following year. Todd that of my
brothers and game Tuesday night at
in the game," explained critisism.
was selected All-OVC sisters, has meant to *Arkanta,s State, Todd
Todd. "I was going
"I felt that I was let- second team afteT me. "They've been plans .to go
into
through a stage in life ting some people averaging 13.5 points there for
me when I coaching.- ItAs a' career
where I didn't know down," said Todd. "I per game. It was
the needed them and I'll that suits her talents.
what I wanted to do. wanted to come home following year that
il- never forget them for
• "I believe Mina's
After a year, I realized and, whether or not it lness sidelined Todd and that."
future and real success
that working in a fac- was right, it was the caused the subsequent
Family is a big part of lies in coaching," said
tory wasn't for me, and decision I made. The on- leaving of school.
Todd's life. It was her Childers. "I am looking
I wanted to go back to ly bad thing to come out
One person who, has father who taught .her forward to Mina joining
school."
of that situation was the been beside Todd her how to play the game. our staff as a
graduate
"The first time I inaccurate account of it entire life is her mother. Dewey Todd
put up a assistant next year."
heard of Mina Todd was written in the Tennessee _Anyone who has
seen goal at the used car lot
through some people I papers. Once I got the Mina play knows Anna he owned
and encouragworked with," said chance to explain why I Todd, better known to' ed her to
pick up the
Childers. "They told me left, things were many-as "Tex". She is a .gaMe when
she was in
the best'player in Mur- straightened out."
fixture at every game the eighth grade. He (Continued from Pg.10)
ray wasn't even in
Todd enrolled at MSU she can make and is never saw Mina play a class Thursday
night. "I
Mina's biggest game, though, passing was proud of our
kids
supporter.
away when Mina was 13. and I was proud of the
•'1.My mother has been
"If it wasn't for my Murray players. too•
behind me in everything father I never would They've got a fine
I have done," said Mina. have played basket- ballclub and I sure hope
"If there is any way for ball," said Todd. "By they go on to win it
all."
Men
Team
"This is a good-rivalry
BLit McCarthy
Tram al
211.1
41
27
between the two
Dan Mollaun
Team *6
• 41
27
234
Bob Pearson
Team 07
40
28
231
schOols," Thompson adHigh Ind ,Game IFIC.
Team 65
as
33
ded, "and I think bothLadies
31., 36.,
Team el
Pat Mc(7arthy
teams showed a lot of
37
Team sa
31
Lynn Kelley
Team 07
39
22
25S
class and sportsmanPal Pearson
Team 43
25,
, 42.,
258
ship throughout the
Valerie Morris
High Team Game
250
Advance tournament office Wednesday game."
Team 07
Men
721.
Bob J'earson
696
Team 01
2s:t
tickets
for the Fourth through Friday.
Calloway trailed by
Bill McCarthy
Team _45
61.2
269
District ,basketball
Calloway's girls 'play three at halftime and
Dan I iillon
267
High Team Game ifiCi
Su,
High Ind Sesies
playoff at Mayfield High Mayfield Friday at 6:30 the game was forced
'Team 07
917
in. ladies
1 602
will go on sale at p.m. and the CCHS boys to overtime with a 33:33
Team 45
$74
l'al McCarthy
Team 1.6
-6,61
Valeta- Morris
743
Calloway County High play' Murray High on tie at the end of regulaHigh Team-Neries 1SC i
Doris Fetters
School Wednesday from Friday at 8 p.ni.
Team II
2000
Men
tion'play
Team 07
1919 Bill McCarthv
624 • 9:30 a.m. until 2 p.m.
Advance chair seats
Team 65
1865 Dan Mollaun
5711
The tickets will be are $4, adult general adRichard %Sadden
• 562
High Tram Series HC
High Ind Series HC
sold during the same mission is $3 and stuTeam 417
_
24146
Ladies
time period at the OCHS dent tickets are $2.
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2470
Pat McCarthy
713
Team 85
2441
Doris Fetters
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Local Bowling
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National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
•
W L
Pct
GE1
Boston
44 12
746 —
Philadelphia
13 12
•
7142
Washington
5114 15
27
New Jersey
27 214
491 161
,
New York
11, 37
327 251,

Milwaukee
Detroit
Chicago
Atlanta
Cleveland
Indiana

Pat l'earson

• 65a

srea
229
214
141S

Bill McCarthy
Dan bislIon
Dan Cross

Sunday :Night Couples
Team
Darnells
Odd Couples
Hillbillies
Champagne Spirits
H M &S
Screwballs
McCarthys
Fearless Foursome
GP's
Publit i.e
Pagliais
Misfits

Virginia Sager
Lou Darnell
Men
Jesse I harnell
43
37
Prenti, e Darnell
41
.39
Tornm.- McClure
II
39
High Ind Game HC
321
, 40,
1
Ladies
314
41
Nan, y Todd
31,
42
Virginia Swager
351
, 441
, Ronda Hesselrode
414
32
Men
54
22
Jesse I Mrnell
Prentii e I la melt
High Team Game 1SC/
Richard Bess
I himells
s39
High Ind Series
Champagne Spirits
1 Ladies
AN/
Fi M & S
799
Susanne Cotton •
High Team Game !He,
Karen..Shupe
Darnells •
925
irginia Sw ager
H M &S
• 911
Men
Champagne Spirits
900
Jesse I ia rnell
High Team Series 1S('1
John lierberich
4.-hampagne Spirdi
2304 - i'rentice Darnell
Darnells
2292
High Ind Series NC,
Odd Couples
2192
I.adies
High Team Series FiCt
Carol Thurniond •
Darnel's
Fiesselnxie
Ronda
91
25
Champagne Spirits
Susanne Cotton
2547
Odd Couples
2522
Men
High Ind Game SC
.1 esse I /amen
Ladies
Tedd.
Nancy +odd
265
Van Mi :Innis
52
5011

t.
214
240.,

234
91.
277
25.1

1!Ati

274
2111.
229
2,5
269

641
626
622
779
663
6511

721
72i,
713
71.2
777
720

Magic Tri
High Train Nei le,
Team •
I.
Public Ice Sers ice
Public Ice
'20
00
Eciummy Tire
Peoples Bank
33
17
Peoples Bank
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47' 33
High Team Series 110'
Economy Tire
30
44
Economy Tire
I 1ennison"Hwit
37
43
Publly he
Universal Advertising
3/1
42
Futrell Tile
Fierridons Auto Repair
41
39
High Ind Game i SC i
Futrell Tile
39
41
KiiVe Redd
Thurman Furniture
37
43
Druthers Restaurant
341
,
-- 451
, Susanne Cotton
-Fidelity Crsdlt -Corp
-3214- 471
, - Nancy Buchanan
_
High Ind Game OTC.
Outland Roofing
32.
49
Dallas Willoughby Ins
31
49 m Kaye Redd
Buchanan
Nancy
Bank of Murray
• 30
-50
Vern Chaney
High Team Game *Sc.
- High Ind Series
Public Ice
Sorairii Rice
924
Economy +Ire .
Will
I au Darnell
Peoples Bank
90.4
l'at Hesselrode
•
•
, High Team (lame SC,
•
• • High Ind Series int'.
Economy Tire
•
Nancy litictianall..
1110
liennison-Hunt
11011 Sondra Rice
Fidelity Credit Corp
10011
,
Patty Harris

2,592
2567
25214
31411
3130
3062
2a7
245
232-

PRE•OWNED LOCAL CARS
1919 Oldsmobile Toronado, Loaded, one
'owner, local. 6,200 actual miles. Clean as new.
.1984 Chevrolet Camaro Convertible, Loaded,
one owner. local, 2,148 actual miles. One of a
kind.
1983 Ford Pickup, One owner, local, sharp.
1983 Cadillac Sedan DeYille. Loaded, one
owner, local, low mileage. CLean as a new
broom.
1982 ("adillac Coupe DeVille. One owner.
local. sharp.
1982 Mazda RX7, Local, Slick as a hound's
tooth.. sun roof 84 all the extras.
1982 Oldsmobile Regency, 4 door, loaded.
local, one owner. sharp
1982 Buick l'ark Avenue,'4 door, loaded, one
owner. sharp.
1981 Oldsmobile 9ji Regency.4 door. local. one
owner. low mileage, sharp.
1981 Chevrolet Citation. One owner. local,,
25,819 miles, sharp
1980 Buick Skylark, 4 door. one owner, local.
sharp.
1980 Cadillac Sedan DeNille. Local, one
owner, low mileage
19811 Pontiac Gran Prix, Loaded,sharp. local.
1979 Ford LTD.4 door, local, one owner, nice.
1979 Triumph Convertible. 4.400 miles. sharp.
1979 Pontiac Firebird, Local, sharp.
1978 Valarie Station Wagon. Sharp. 1976 Oldsmobile cutlass, 2 door, local, one
owner
%%e also hall' several '84 Brass Hat Cars going at Bargain Prices.
With our low finance rates and different pay
plans you may be surprised him reasonable you
can own one of our pre-owned cars.
See us for :your Best Deal on local trade-ins.

PURDOM1111

.300
2Ra
297
616
615
401,
706
703
699

MO

s

0

MOTORS INC.

LI

• FREE ATTACHMENT
• 2 v tAR WAITED
WARRANTY
NOW yOu 25,-, get rn3re value .2'
your dollar an the purcnase PI a
Snapper Rear•Tine Tiller at,egular
p0ce 7141 s right with your
„,cnase you - 11 rece ye-- FREE --choie4401 a Hew, F urrOWer rir
Ttrie Hitch Adapt°, win either
3 C„iitivatoi cit WW1e Buster Stop
VOil• Snapper dea-m today kir

Mg•snap

SNAPPER
A division of Fuqua Indust,es
•,

696
582
472 124
436
345
309

College Basketball Scores
Thursday's Games
EAST
Baptist 74. Monmouth 72
Boston U 78, Niagara 51
Brooklyn Coll 96, Delaware St 71
Duquesne 54. Rhode Island 51
Long Island U 83. Robert Morris
61
Maryland 91 Towson St 38
Rutgers 84. Penn St 67
St Joseph's 79, St Bonaventure
64
St. Peter's 61. Fairfield 60
, Te01Ple/40. George WaiihirlifT00 54.
West Virginia 76. Massachusetts
74.
SOUTH
Ala
Birmingea me- 60.
N C -Charlotte 55
American 88 East Carolina 79
Davidson 71. VMI
Georgia 146 Auburn si

Ga Southern 67 Ark Little Kor ii
64
Hotiston Baptist 61 Georgia St 69
Jacksonville 67. S Alabama 66
Louisiana Tech 73, Lamai• 67
Nicholls St 77. Southern U 614
Samford 88. Hardin-Simmons 66
S Carolina 79 'Cincinnati 80
SW Texas St 67. NH Louisiana 62
Term -Chattanooga 80. Marshall
73
Tennessee Tech 74 Middle Tenn
70
Va Commonwealth 85 W Ken
tuck-ye/IN Carolina 95.,E Tennessev St
74
MIDWEST
Illinois 66. Indiana 50
Illinois St. 74. W Texas St 51'
tll -Chicago 77,, N Iowa 73
Mtnnesota 14,. Northwestern i•
Nebraska 74 tnu v•

FAR WEST
Air Force 52. Wyoming 42
Fresno St 74 Utah St 59
Gonzaga 51. Loyola Calif 42
Hawaii 62 San Diego St ria
Sc'. -La, Vegas 140. New- Mexico
St 67
• Oregon 43. Arizona 40
.0regon St. 75,Aruaria•St 114,
Pacific U 64. San Jose St 55
Pepperdine 1141. St Mary's Calif
64
San Diego 61. Portland 57
S Utah St 104 Adams St 72
Stanford 86 Southern Cal 65
UCLA 53. California 4r4

entuek High .Sehm)1

ethall

Unly HO Aced 49 Lyon Co 46
Kentucky Preoasketball
Harrodsburg fif, Ky Schl for
Kentuckian& Christians Tourney
Thursday's Games
Deaf 25
Lou Ninth & 072 Beth Haven 50 . Henderson Co 55 Fordsville 54
Boys
Bracken Co 77. IFerning 52
Hopionsville 53. Owensboro 51
,
Burgin 59, Eminence 58 Jackson Co 61 Lynn Camp 43
C101111M TX. Bellan4Memorlai 17
Jefferstintown 66 Bardstown 52
Adair Co 57, Campbellsville 3.1
Caverna 91. Metcalfe Co 71
Bardstown Beth 59. East Hardin
laurel Co
.72 Leslie.Co .714
Christian Co 67. Mayfield 50
•
. 42
Livingston Central '52 Dav.won
Daviess Co. 61. Webster Cci. $4
Berea 41. Frankfort 35
Springs 43 '
Drakesboro 414. Cloverport 54
Lone Oak 68 Symionia 41
Boone Co 106, Campbell Co 13
‘Garraid Co 67, Jessamine Co 53
Lou Doss 64. Lou Naggener 32
Bourbon Co 66, Jessamine Co 43
Greenup Co 68, Ashland 46
"Lou Male 49 Holy Rosary 44
Boyle Co 47, Casey Co' 30
Greenville
S Hopkins 66
Lou
Presentation 311 Lou
Crittenden Co 53, Heath 51
Hancock Co. 76, Fordsville 44
-Eastern 211
Daviess Co 53. Bremen 37
HopkInindlie 97. Pad Tilghman
Lou Shawnee 43 Holy Cross 33
Elizabethtown 54. Hart Co 40
70
Lou Southern 52 Lou Fairciale
Eminence 47. Lou Colleglte 26
•
Logan Co 60. Edmonson Co 59
36
Estill Co 60, Lee Co 27
30T
Mercer Co 73 Lea Sayre 20
Fancy Farm 44, Lowe. 39
Lone Oak 50.,Synisonia 56
Metcalfe Co 62 Caverns-33 7 Fern Crsok-67, Lou-Serlisca -40Lou Seneca 79. Fern Creek 68
Pulaski Co 56 Warren East 54
Franklin-Simpson 60
Lou Shawnee 66. Holy cross 62. Russellville 31
Reldland 62 Pad Tilghman 46
Lowe. 39. Fancy Farm 32
Russell Co 59 Taylor Co 46
•
Madisonville 57, Central City 44
Russell 54 Lawrence Co 2E,
Franklin Co,62, Lex. Lafayette 45
Muhlenberg Central 78.
Scott Co 44 Lex Henry Clay 39
Ft Thee Highlands 57, Dixie Hts
Osseruiboro(lath 71 .
Shelby
Co 73 Lou Ballard 53
51
Rowan Co 71 Tollesboro 70
Spencer Co 46 Bullitt East 43
Fulton Co 65. Wing() 59
Russellville 96, Bremen 70
Western Hills 55 Clark Co 51
Gamaliel 60. Bowling Green 48
St Romuald 68, Brown School 56
N'hltesburg 75 Betsy Layne 45
Graham 53. Providence 44
Trigg rn. 7r, Caldwell Co 68
Whitley Co 64 Cawood 47
Grayson Co TO. Central City 32

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

753-8355

WHAT DO YOU
REALLY KNOW
ABOUT THE
ARAB WORLD?
Your opportunity to find out for sure comes
Feb. ,25-26-27 when two Middle East
specialists Piesent programs in Murray.

M

ost- people have impressions about life in

the contemporary Arab -witirld. but little ftrst
hand information.. ,Yet the Middle. East
)*robably has as much impact on our day-today lives as any area in the world today
Dr Lataine Carter, and Jean R AbiNader
are eminently qualified to separate nayttr from
reality and to provide insights that will not
only expand knowledge but enhance 'understanding. They will visit the Murray area
community and Murray State University on
Monday. Tuesday 'and Wednesday. Feb 2526-27
A highlight of their schedule of appearances_will be a public lecture and reception on Tuesday evening (see belowl Her
topic will be "Common Roots of Judaism.
Christianity and Islam" and he will speak on
'Arab Contributions tcr Western Civilization .•
An 18-member University-Community
_Committee on U S -Arrab Relations sponsored
by the Center for International Programs at
Murray - State planned - the - program Partial
funding is provided by a grant awarded by the
National Council. on U S.-Arab . Relations,
which has its headquarters in Washington,
DC
The focus of the upcoming program will be
cultural and social aspects of life in the Mid
die East A similar program in March will con
centrate on the politics of that area

Dr. Laraine Carter Or. Cartel is a lectuto
consultant riat,
,,
ec-onormi and Cc,rnMerYia
lot the Amerilar en--.i.

Bahrain She

has a,. s, • i
Arabian peninsular ,t• .t.,.•
ntel
anyr

Division .sf the If S Department
ot State
Her baskgir.Und
la.res I I
years of vs,.1.is sioth the Bus:,-,es,
Council for Internat'i nio
L.
derstanding
inst.-hit-Jr-or- American Lin
..cersitc
dusts trarnmg and development
programs for mud. national :or
Pcsrate exes sinces
abr. +ad
-

PRIIIIIMI! PRIM 91401 SOON

All
Seasons
Lawn &
Leisure
205 N. 4th
Murray
753-4110

• Press Conference
_
•
• Meetings ssith several classes on the campus

Jean R

AbiNader

Nati,

"

• ins
Relations

• Visit to Murras High '201001 tic AbiNader and to
Callowas Counts High, bs Dr Carter
• A mid daii program at the Callowis Counts Public
Lanais woh a brown bag lunch on Tuesdas heh
2ts .Dr Carter ncsin to 1. 45 pm and AbiNader 1
to 1 45 p nr.
• PrAblic Lectureat 30 pm Tuesdac Feb 2ts in
the auditondm of the Wrather West Kentucks
Museum. followed bi, a reception

Arai
,
IS

' —net eke, an...4

Nat,. -..
1!,e
i ,1
Association .of Arab Arisen.,
He is the founder and directs.r
Transnational Group. a corn
munications services firm which
speceatires ITS U S Arab trade and
..7411/14tic affairs
For more thin a decade he has
advised international companies
on training and communications
strategies for their overseas
operation; In 1082 tic
,
'.served as

• An interview on the Breakfasl Show program of
WNBS Radio from Si 30 ,to 0 am on wednesdav.
Feb 27

manager of the pavilion of Saudi
Arabia

at the Whirlds

_Knoxville. Tenn.

4

•

•

Ohio :it $4; Purdue 614
5', Illinois 70 E Illinois 69
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas St 61 NE Louisiana 56
Bradley 6.2 Tulsa 444
Mr-Neese St 744 N Texas St 52

Scheduled Events
FREE ATTACHMENT
WOPITH 1000.00

Olds Pimmai Ciribmin 91m4
S•60aa Cintlimiefi•f• 0..

1106 West Moin-7S3-S31S

with

Central Division
32 17
32 23
2521.
21 31
19 36
17 3a

WESTERN CONFER E NCE'
Midwest Division
35
Houston
32 72
523 2k,
Dallas
30 25
545 5
San Antonlo
27 21'
421
Utah
24: 39
473
k
Kansas City
11' 37
7427 17 •
Pacific Division
L A Lakers
40 16
714 —
Phoenix
17214
482 13
Portland
25 30
455 141
,
Seattle
'13 32
41. 16.,
L A Clippers
2'2 34
3112 is
Golden State
12 43
211, 2742
Thursday's Game
L A Lakers 123 Kansas

College lla..ketball Ile.tili.

Tournament tickets on h‘ale
at CaliolsaN on \\ ednesdaN

High Ind Game i SC,
Ladies
Pat McCarthy
Valerie Morris
Doris Fetters

753-8355

National Ha...het/mil 1..oriation

kenlake Foods

.11,1 SNAPPER
SUPER
VALUE
DAYS

901 SYCAMORE

,

Fair- in

, '.1
I
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Proposal would allow heavier guardsmen

•

.

4

FRANKFORT. Ky.
i AP
— The weighty
issue of fat Kentucky
National Guardsmen
isn't taken lightly by one
legislator who says he'd
vote for excess pounds
rather than a strict diet.
State Rep. Tom Burch,
a Louisville Democrat,
said he heeded the complaints of constituents
when, he pre-filed a bill
that would prevent the
Guard from disciplining
members who tip the
scales on the heavy side.
Overweight Guardsmen would have a
choice of taking an
honorable discharge Or
serving out the rest of
their enlistment term

without being disciplined for extra pounds. according to Burch's bill.
But Adjutant General
Billy Wellman, head of
the Kentucky National
Guard, said the state
can't afford overweight
Guardsmen in the
.
9,500-mentber unit.
'Weight control and
physical fitness are of
the highest Interest to
the U.S. Army, and
there are no exceptions
for the National Guard.
We must be combatready. We must be
-physically fit,''
Wellman said.
Guard members are
weighed twice a year,
with age, height, sex

apd a "pinch test" of fat
Guard members in
content in the person's the weight program
mid-section all helping cannot be promoted,
determine the Guard- transferred or trained,
sman's ideal weight. ac- -and those who don't try
cording to Lt. Col. Larry to correct a weight proBarker.
blem can be discharged
"If a person is found immediately, Wellman
to be overweight, we put said.
them on a program at
our expense to try to
Burch, who is 5-foot-11
come back within the and weighs
186 pounds,
acceptable weight
said some of his constirange within a tuents have run into
reasonable amount of trouble with the Guard
time, depending upon weight rules, especially
the situation," Barker at re-enlistment time.
said. "We don't want to
discharge anybody for
being fat because we
have made a tremenOWENSBORO, Ky.
dous investment in ( AP) — A 19-month-old
'training them."
was in critical condition

TRIPLE SPECIAL
••••••••••••••
•
••
••••••••••••••••••

Weekend Special
Pickup Fri.-Bring Back Mon.

Rent 5 Movies
_

For Only

'1 25° $1,200

Only

1 Extra Movie Free
For Movie Pub Merfthers -

V.C.R. With
Format
14 Day-Programable

RENTAL4SALES

'39995

CENTER

--Complete 1 Year Warranty

"I'm for the /at pen.
ple," said Burch.
But Wellman said the
state has no choice on
the matter.
"Federal regulations
dictate to us physical requirements for Guard
members. I don't think
a state law could change
that," Wellman said.
Barker added that only 12 members have
been discharged, most
with honorable status,
In the last four years for
weight problems.

today after he slipped
into water and stayed
under for as long as 30
minutes, authorities
said.
Joshua Allen Fuchs
apparently left his home
through an open door
and walked into a nearby lake Thursday afternoon, said Sgt. Ottaway
Kirby of the Daliiess
County Sheriff.'s
Department. _
Kirby said the child
was missing - 30-40
minutes, and could have
been under water for as
long as 30 minutes.

His mother, Norma
Fuchs,• discovered - him
floating in 3 feet of
water and polite and
medical technicians arrived and began reviving the child.
There was "no sign of
life at all," when the boy
was taken to Daviesi
County Hospital, Kirby
said..
The child's
temperature had drop2 .Notice
ped to 80 degrees and
doctors worked to raise Do Something Nice
it. He was later taken t•
For Yourself.
Kosair-Children's
Call BIBLE CALL
Hospital in Louisville,
759-4444
where he was listed in
Children's Tape
critical condition. a
spokeswoman said.
759-4445

THE FAR SIDE
••••9••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Legal

CIVIL ACTION FILE NO. 144-CI-289
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway
Circuit Court.
,NOTICE OF SALE
Dunia Collins, Plaintiff, Versus Oliver
Smith and Calloway County, Kentucky,
Defendant.
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale
Of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the
Jan. 11 Term thereof 1985, in the above cause,
for the sum of Two Thousand Three Hundred
Seventy Seven and 87/100 Dollars, with interst
at the rate of 12% per cent per annum from
the 15th day of December 1982, until paid and
its cost therin I shall proceed to offer for sale
at the Court House door in the City of Murray,
Kentucky, to the highest bideer, at public auction on the 25th day of February 1985, at 1:00
o'clock p.m., or thereabout, upon a credit of
ten days, the following described property,
to-wit:
One acre off of the east side of Grantor's
property by Deed from Claude Collins of
record in Book 146, Cabinet 1, Drawer 1, Card
170, in the office of the Calloway County Clerk:
said tract beginning at the northeast corner
of Grantor's property corner at the west right
of way of the Duncan-Peeler Road; thence
west 230 feet and along the norther property
line of Grantor's property; thence south 190
feet to a point 230 feet west of the south east
corner of Grantor's property and parallel to
the Grantor's south property line; thence east
230 feet along the south line of Grantor's property to a corner on the west right of way of
the Duncan-Peeler Road; thence north and
along the'west right of way of the DuncanPeeler Road 190 feet to the point of beginning.
Oliver Smith derived title to the above
described property by Deed from Dunia ColJins dated the 16th day of November, 1981,
which-is of record in the office of the Clerk of
the Calloway County Court in Book 162, Card
1701.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
execute bond, with approved securities, bearing legal Interest from the day of sale, until
paid, and having the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with these terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court

Ossenboro toddler critical

••••••••••••••••••••••••1
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Vowell
Son Inc.

who(
ing
death
Speci
Don

Face
Brick

Martin, TN
587-2301

BASEBALL cards for
sale on Sat. Feb. 23 at
Murray Flea Market on
641 N. 9.m.-6p.m. New
talking baseball card on
display and for sale.
Ceramics,
Open Mon.-Sat. Classes
2p.m.-10p.m. Tues. &
Thurs. 474-2708.
COUNTRY Crafts. Decorate your entire home
heautifully including
child's room. Call us for
Information at 753-9970
or 753-5503.
CREDIT available,
e asy monthly
payments. Master
Muffler & Brake 631 S.
4th, contact John
Hoskins.
GLASS work, a complete line of glass repair
& replacement work for
the car, home and
business. Install auto
glass, fix storm windows, storm doors,
wood and metal sash
windows. Mirrors and
glass table tops, patio
door glass and glass for
rireplaces replaced.
Store front glass, store
front metal doors and
closers replaced. Door
weather strips and
some home improvement work. Plus store
fixture work,,, glass
shelves, display cases,
stands, racks and decor
mirrors made to
specification.. M&G
Complete Glass Co..
Dixieland Center. Ph.
753-0180.
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By GARY LARSON

We need your
help.

C 1985 Universe$ Press Synchcate

.7 HASNT
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'American Heart
Association
vsit Ri FiC.4111N61-04 ,i0uP atE

Alteratide,s, specializing in narrowing lapels.
40 OS. 4 th St.
9a.m.-5p.m 753-1396.

Jim Suiter & Jerry
Henry will be in our •
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds Pont -Cad Buick

8.8
APR.
Financing Rate on 5-10
Pickups Through 3 3 1 85
DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
mmiwAmt##,A49/#/,
atisiormaemowAvi/P
753 26 17 gm i/ Ago
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your rei
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sort Par
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LTJMBE
Counter

open at
We at Hazel Lawn and Garden are striving to serve
you even better in 1985. It may seem as if spring
is still far away but just think Spring is just around
the corner.
To start this year off right we are offering the best
prices ever on 1984 Models Gilson rear tyne tillers

D4,0V\NI

5 and 8 IR We also have in stock Gilson Lawn Care
equipment 8-18HP Tractors and mowers
Buy now and get a Dozer blade attachment FREE
Use our GNson Revolving Credit Plan

WOULD YOU
\
LOOK AT THAT)'
MOUSETRAIT)
BARBARIC,
ISN'T IT

YOU SAID IT! A NICE
CAMEMBERT OR
CREAMY BRIE
WOULD BE WORTH
GOING IN AFTER

BUT THAT PROCE5-4f9----AMERICAN CHEESE IAN
INSULT TO MY PALATE!
0

PRECISELY WHAT
I WAS SAYING

HAZEL LAWN & GARDEN CENTER
"Heyi I think you've hit on something there!
Sheep's clothing! Sheep's clothing! ...
Let's get out of these gorilla suits!"

311 Main
Hazel, Ky
492-8147
We Sell, We Trade, /e Service

2.Notice

\CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

WHA7S
GOING
N

\ SOMEONE SMEARED

LIMBURGER CHEESE
SARGE'S HELMET
RIGHT BEFORE THE
PARADE

BUT

THE GENERAL

INSISTED HELMETS
BE WORN

1 Asterisk
5 Decay
8 Vehicles
12 Part of face
13 Exist
14 Century plant
15 Keyed up with
interest
16 Playing card
17 Nerve network
18 Attic
20 Mended with
cotton
22 Period of time
23 The self
24 whipped
27 Come back
31 Shoemakers
tool
1

2

3

4

12

32 Game at cards
33 Irritate
37 In truth
40 Ventilate
41 Weight of India
42 Rag
45 Chief
49 Dillseed
50 Biblical name
52 Top of head
53 Christmas carol
54 Nickname for
Nancy
55 Sea eagles
56 Contest
57 Accomplished
58 Chair
DOWN
1 Unexpected
difficulty
5

6

7

13UU

Answer to Previous Puzzle
AL
THR
A
A
R
A
A
A E
A
A

A

A

A

LOSE iti-29 lbs. a month
safely, guaranteed. Call
Tim 753-5377.
NORTH 641 Craft &
Flea Market, Murray,
Ky. Now open weekends
(spaces available). For
information call 7534566.

A
WE TAKE
THE CAKE
SLATS
2 Roman garment
3 Hebrew lyre
4 Rue
5 Climbing palm
6 Miner's find
8

9

10

11

14

lill
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DAILY CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LEASE
ASK GENE
AT
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-261 7

Center,
Must hi
year ex
tall sale
mill woi
or 759Steve.
g ALES
trainee.
hard w
successh
employn
sales/s,
ment, wo
opportun
a part
sales tes
the qual
cellent t
•Sales
ment cl
job tral
tion
based
Excellen
portunit:
ad van
tunny. S
Marion 1
tling Co.
Marion
Attention

DOSES
7 Fragile
8 Vegetable
9 Danish measure
10 Repetition
11 Sow
19 Before
21 Mature
24 Prohibit
25 Female sheep ,
26 In music, high
28 Rubber tree
29 Fish eggs
30 Bow
34 Gossip
35 Falsehood
36 Commission
37 Land surrounded by water
38.Born
39 Arranges in
folds
42 Zest
43 Ox of Celebes
44 Abound
48 Challenge
47 Sicilian voltano
48 Remainder
51 Capuchin
monkey

=messy

Balloon Bouquets. Fruit
Baskets, GorNla-Grams,
Rent-a-Clown, Cakes.
Catering. Free Delivery.
753-9280
SEE Domino's f.)zzas
valuable colapon in the
yellow pagses ...of the
Murray Calloway
County phone book
gTYROFOAM- ceiling
tile- 12''x12"- three

styles- 8.22 ea. Mid.
South Wholesale
Building+ 342 East
Washington: Parts: 642=52.

Ha

SOFTWARE
SOLUTIONS
Quality software
at discount prices
for your Apple,
C-64 or IBM PC.

753-2320
Located inside
John's
Saving Center
Open:
3-7 PM, Mon.-Fri.
1-5 PM Set.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
3. Card of Thanks

6

Card of Thanks.,
The family of Mary
Barber would like to
take this opportunity
to thank everybody
who comforted us during the illness and
death °Tour loved one
Special thanks to Drs.
Don Miller, Dave
Roberts,
Robert
Williams. nursing
staff, ambulance service, and to our many
friends.
Thanks for every
prayer, card, word of
comfort, flower and
shows of concern.
Ken Barber
and Family

HOME work opportunity in Multi -level
Marketing. Unlimited
earnings. No selling.
For details mail a
self-addressed, stamped envelope to: Box
142 Durand, MI 48429.

5. Lost and Found
LOST la,sge black torn
cat in Nbrthwest vicinity of campus
(Calloway, Ryan College Farm Rd.) Very
affectionate, name
Charlie. Cat is -really
huge and very special
Call 759-1551. Reward.

Help Wanted

ERR

14

Want to Buy

AVOCADO appliances.
Need washer, dryer,
electric range & refrigerator, all in good
condition. Call 438-5806
15. Articles for Sale

rifA irrTiso

Club needs professional, commissioned salespeople
to sell club memberships, prospects furnished. Excellent
working conditions
Must be energetic, enthusiastic & clean cut
Call Larry Sutter 9-5
daily, 502-32-8652.

Office Manager/
Dispatcher
W. Tenn. Contractor
needs individual to
manage all phases of
construction office to include radio, telephones,
and paper work preparation for computer irnput.
Personal computer experience helpful. 50-60
hrs./wk. MM. 5 yrs. experience.
Salary
negotiable. Send detailed resume to P.O. Box

OFFICE
FURNITURE
Desks, files, chairs,
folding tables, etc.
CRYTS USED
OFFICE
FURNITURE
1016 Jefferson
Paducah, Ky.
442-4302
li2 SHINGLES-$17.96 sq.;
7/8" Roofing nails501b. $11.00. Mid-South
Wholesale Building; 342
East Washington;
Paris; 642-2552.
7 PIECE living room
suite, $350. Bumper pool
table with poker top,
$150. Call 489-2308 or
489-2380.
80-lb. CONCRETE mix$1.85; mortar mix $2.65.. Mid -South
Wholesale Building; 342
East Washington;
Paris; 642-2552.
LOVE seat- sleeper
sofa. Excellent condition, almost new, deep
burgundy. $140 firm.
753-7430 after- 5p.m.
VCR's, limited time and
quanity. Super Buy. Call
492-8349.
WHIRLPOOL heavy duty
washer with 4 cycles.
Only $6.00 per week.
Rudolph Goodyear, 7530595.

24. Miscellaneous
STEREO cabinet, refrigerator. solid oak
new baby bed $325, bunk
beds, regular beds, love
seat and carpet. Call
7594194 or 753-7748.
OOL microwave
oven vubth 700 watts cooking power, Only $4.50
week. Rudolph Goodyear.
753-0595.

25. Business Services
MIKE HODGE'S
TAX SERVICE
Enrolled To Practice
Before The IRS. Bachelor
Degree in Accounting at
Murray State. 8 years of
experience preparing Individual, Business, Partnership, and Corporate
returns: -Low rates and
hundreds of satisfied
clients. Now preparing
returns day or night call
759-1425
for
an
appointment.
JOYCE Noel Tax Service. Short forms still
$7.50, long forms $15
and up Iincludes
Federal & State). In
home service for
elderly or shut-ins. Call
489-2440 between 8a.m.8p.m. for appointment
or information.
JUDY Williami Tax
Service. Reasonable
rates. Call for an appointment 436-2524 or
438-5498.
SITITECET-15Arr"M
SERVICE- Federal and
state tax returns
prepared your place or
mine. No extra charge!
Free pickup and delivery. Phone 436-5574.

28. Mobile Homes for Rent

37. Livestock -Supplies
TWO bedroom, couple or 703 :
•
o
y,
couple with one child, all $2.00 a bale Call 435electric, by East School 4237.
$135 per month Call 753- FOR sate. 8 yr. old
5405 after 5 PM
Palimino quarter horn.
Call after 5p.m.
753-2327.
30. Business Rentale RAY for side, 51.50-$2.06
a bale. Call 753-3838
after 5p.m.
Mini

Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-1492
1200 SQ. ft. available
March 1st. Ideal for
office space or small
business. Next to
Tucker T.V. Sale, 1912
Coldwater Rd. Call
753-4524.
FOR lease. 804 Olive
St., 3,000 sq. ft. of office
space. 3 months free
rent with 3 yr. lease.
Call collect: Wayne
Mayes 502-582-1400.
31. Want to Rent
RELIABLE people
want to rent both sides
of a duplex April 1st.
Call 753-2200.

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC registered Brittany Spaniels, 4 months
old, 2 males, $100 ea.
From excellent hunting
stock. Call 522-7650.
FOR sale, registered, 8
week old Pointer bird
dog puppies. Call 7591084 after 5p.m
ROTTWETLER pups,
females. AKC registered. Excellent
bloodline, $400. Phone
901-247-5577.
43. Real Estate's.-'
rtAK of Murray & Fm
H.A. repossessed properties. Other listings,
Murray-Calloway Co.
Realty, 304 N. 12th St.
753-8146 or Ron Talent
753-9894.
FOR sale, by owner.
vacant lot & rental
property across from
Murray Fire Dept. on
Poplar. Call 753-9251.

49

Used Cars
1983 MERCURY Couger, canyon red loaded
Call 753-8709.
'72 V-8 Vega, 377 cu. in.,
power glide, narrowed
rear end. Project car
$2000 or trade Call
753-3095.
'77 THUNDERBIRD,
81xxx miles, black &
silver, velour interior.
pa, pb, pw. Must sell.
Asking $1250. Call 7537377- after 4p.m.
'82 Z28. black & gold.
Excellent condition.
Call 753-4487.
84 OLDS Cutlass
Broughm, 2 dr. triple
burgandy; power windows, doors, seats: tilt:
cruise; am-fm; factory
wheels, raised letter
tires; vinyl roof, velour
split seats; 12,000 miles.
like new. Call 753-6879
or 753-8579.
M-ONTE Carlo- 1981,
burgundy color., am-fin,
tilt, cruise, air, PB, PS,
bucket seats. Exc. cond.
One owner. 55,000 miles.
$6300. 502-247-4170.

53

Services Offered

53

ROOFING!
15 Years Experience,
References, Free
Estimates

436-2999
PENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs
GENERA.L Home
REPAIR 15 years ex
perience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, siding. NO JOB
TO SMALL. Free es
timates. Days 753 6973,
nights 474-2276.
GUTTERING by Sears
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for yOur
specifications. rail
Sears 753.2310 for "free
estimate.
Wedding

a
a
a

Photography

153 8298
STUDIO

CARTER
300

•

Services Offered

FARM
LUMBER
*Boxing
*Framing
*Barn Posts
*Fence Posts
*Treated Lumber
*Metal Roofing
*Farm Hardware

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY
Industrial Drive
Murray, Ky.
Phone 759-1099
ROOFING, Plumbing
Siding, Additions.
Painting, General Carpentry P A Molony Co
7 53 86 28
Free
Estimates
SEWING Machine Re
pair. All makes and
models industrial,
home and commercial
38 yrs experience All
work guaranteed 'Ken
neth Barntill, 753 2674.
Stella, Ky
'SHOLAR Plumbing &
Electric Call 437 4740

a
MAIN ST SUITE II •
50. Used Trucks
o 1 North 3rd Intronce
1974 FORD pickup, 30'1 • • • e
ree
auto, $850. Call 753-9181 vice.
10440-R.
Topping, cutting,
or 753-8124.
32. Apts for Rent
trimming, etc. Also,
1975 CHEVROLET clean-up work, shrubbSllverado
9. Situation Wanted
,
V-8
auto, PS, ery & over grown areas.
Nice unfurnished
6. Help Wanted
PB, air, tilt. Good Fast, dependab
EXPERIENCED
le ser
1 bedroom with
44. Lots for Sale
condition. See at Canis vice. Insured.
DIABETIC lady would driver wants run
For tree
up to
AMC,
641
N.
fireplace. Stove, 3 LOTS for sale, ap
like mature woman as 500 mile radius
estimates call 437 4607
of
live in companion; Murray. 30 years
proximately 1 acre, 1977 CHEVY custom INSULATION blown in
refrig., & water
excooking & light aierience on tractor
near Land Between the van. Good condition. by Sears. TVA ap
furnished. Near
housework involved. trailers. Call 489-2344.
Lakes. Asking $7,000. Call,753-9181 or 753-8124.
proved. Save • on those
Call before 6p.m. 753- FEMAL
campus. 753-2234
1978 4x4 JIMMY. Ex- high heating and cool
Call 602-458-2075.
E companion
4139.
cellent condition. Low ing bills.
needed for recoveri
Call Sears
EASY ASSEMBLY stroke victim Mon. ng
mileage. Call 753-7275.
1 & 2 BR apt. near 45. Farms for Sale
753 2310 for free
thru
WORK! $600.00 per 100. Fri. 7:00 to 3:00.
1978
downto
OLET
wn
3/4
Murray. 28 ACRES all tillable,
INTERIOR
estimate.
Must
Guaranteed payment. be able to drive.
ton pickup, automatic.
Adults only. Call 753- paved road frontage
EXTERIOR
Re. ps, pb,
No experience/no ferences requir
4109,
air,
782-8850,
cruise
or 436- Hickory Grove Church
PAINTING
ed.
Aluminum and Vinyl
sales. Details send self- Phone 753-3039.
control,
2844.
transmi
ssion
area. Phone 345-2265
siding and trim. Also
addressed stamped en- HAULIN
cooler. Must sell, best
Richard W. Jones
1 BR, furnished apt. f after 6p.m.
G of all kinds,
WALLPAPERING
aluminum patio awnvelope; Elan Vital- 332. clean
offer,
436-2879.
block from campus. 83 ACRE cattle farm
Tax Service
attics, basements wrirnrrreon 1979 LUV
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft. & garages.
ings
and
carports
.
pickup, extra
$150 per month, water Cherry Corner
JIM DAY
Haul garb- frigerator with textured
Confidential professional
Rd. nice. Call
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
437-4171.
furnished. 1808 Miller. Stockbarn. plenty
Jock Glover
age in county. Free steel door. Only $8.00 per
service. BS in accounting
of
No pets. Available now. water. 7 1/2 miles
PAINTING
estimates. Call after week. Rudolph Goodyear
from 1980 CJ-7 JEEP Laredo.
753-1873
with 14 years expenience
▪ Call 753-5980.
5:30p.m. 437-4.568.
Murray, 4 miles from black & silver with' hard
753-0595.
in preparing personal,
Sales men or
753-3716
1 BR furnished apart- ..Ky. Lake, on paved top, 4 speed, low miles.
PORTION wanted: to
business and farm returns.
*FREE ESTIMATES.
women, local opGreat condition. Call JOINER'S Tree Ser
ment. See at 100 S. 13th road. Phone 753-3625.
stay with elderly folks 16. Home Furnishings
94
West and
4
753-3132.
St.
30_1e_ars, ex
PilLtU/lit y_.
ull-, in.home Call 4324802
-WHIRLPOOL
dutyOaks Road
1980 FORD F'-150 pickup -perience, Also bucket WET BASEMENT? We.
AR furnished apt • HeTnlif Tar "Sale
SEWING- alterations, dryer with 3 temp selectime, no travel. No
make
wet
basemen
ts
Call 753-3215 for appoint4x4, 2-tone blue. Good truck for hire Call
$160 per month, water
babysitting, ironing. All tions. Only $4.00 per
dry. Work completely
door to door, high .my work's
mentday or night.,
condition. Call 753-5708.
753-0366.
furnished, no pets.
guarantetd. week. Rudolph Goodyear,
guarant
eed Calf, or
FOR SALE
1981 FORD F-100. PB, LICENSED Electrician
Available now. Suitable
earnings.
All types of tailoring. I 753-0595.
Exwrite Morgan Ceti
PS, air. 6 cylinder, for residential and
for students. Call 753have an answering
Spacious 2 story,
perience helpful
struction
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
Co. Rt. 2, Box
automatic, $4500. Call commercial. Heating
5980.
machine so for any -of 19. Farm Equipment
12
3 bedroom, 3/
409A, Paducah, Ky
but will train right
753-8873.
and air condition, gas 42001
1983 MOUNTAIN Brook 3 BR with garage. $225
these services call
or calf 1-442 7026.
1972 INTERNATIONAL
baths brick home.
1982 FORD Explorer installation and repair
14x64, 2 BR, 1 large per month. Available
people: No phone
Barbara 759-1838.
2 ton truck. 16ft.
WE clean your car
Large kitchen, living
4x4, 26,000 miles, Phone 753-7203
bath, all electric, par- now. No pets. Call
WILL do babysitting in Knaphei
interviews. Call
Wash it, wax it, buff it
de grain bed tially
room, family room
loaded. Excellent confurnished. 1 ow- 753-1492 days or 753-3961
my home day & night. with 52-, in.
vacuum it out. Make
sides and ner, bought
502-354-6377
dition. Call 759-4863.
evenings.
Call 753-8043.
new
August
and
lots
of
storage.
2
hoist. Excellent condiyour car like new for
ask for Mr. Baxter.
78 CHEVROLET Luv
BAILEY
WOULD like to do tion. John C. Steele '83. 753-0109, after 4p.m. FURNISHED Apartment
car paneled garage
only $50 Call 753-8522,
474-2374.
one
truck,
bedroom
Will
sell
,
$900.
also
for
sleepbabysitting In my home
Call
753-2875.
on 21
/
2 acre shaded
8a.m. 5p.m.
CARPET
435-4489.
ing room. Adults only.
RENLAKE State Re- day or night. Have 30 FT. Tough Line fold payoff.
WILL haul white rock
lot. 5 miles North of
Zimmer
man
Apts,
S
'77
CRITER
'73
refere
16th
CHEVRO
ION
nces.
12x60,
LET
Call up disk. Excellent conScot2
sort Park is currently
sand, lime, rip rap and
CLEA
NING
Murray.
Street.
Call
Murray.
after
tsdale,
Call
4
753-7291.
753BR,
1
bath,
black,
partially
short
putting together a file of
dition. Asking $6750.
masonary sand, coal.
Free Estimates
wheel base, step side. 4
furnished. Moving must 6609.
p.rn. 753-7628.
local entertainers. If W111 do housecleaning, Call 753-7377 after 4p.m.
dirt, gravel, fill sand.
wheel
LARGE
sell.
2
drive,
BR
759-198
Phone
apt. with
ps, pb, air.
3
759-1608
you sing, dance, call references . Call 438-5606 DEGETMAN 10 ft.
Call Roger Hudson
fronf
carport. stove & retilt, big tires and
square dances, perform afternoons.
blade for two wheel after 5p.m.
753 4545 or 753 6763
frigera
aluminu
tor.
Couple
m
wheels. 350 NEED work on your
magic, tend bar, teach
BR brick house, full
drive tractors. Fits
preferred. References. basement
fishing techniques or 10. Business Opportunity
with 1 BR motor with dual ex- trees? Topping, prun
most larger tractors.
haust.
Call
753-7457.
Good shape. ing, shaping, complete
Bank
have almost any unique PARTNER to invest in Like new. Also,
BARRETT'S
upstairs apt. & 2 BR
IH
NICE duplex In private garage apt. Located $2400 or best offer. Call removal and more. Call
talent and would like to late model auto salvage planter 8, 30 in.
rows,
Repos
sessi
498-8785.
on
area. Lease & deposit 11/2 block from hospi
be considered for part deal. Call 759-1222 three pt. hitch,
SERVICE
BOVER'S TREE
end
time employment mail Robert, 6-8 evenings.
required. Call 753-3343.
SERVICE for Pro
tal, 713 Elm. Call 51. Camp
Assume balance of
transport. Shedded
ers
CENTER
your resume no phone
fessional tree ,care.
TAKING applications 502-395-4756.
since new except when
loan with small down
calls please) to Joe 13. For Sale or Trade
75.3,0338.
for Section 8. Rent TRREE bedroom brick 1977 JAYCO 20 ft
200 N. 4th Street
"
in use. Very nice. John
West, recreation direcpayment on 1978 • Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 house. Full basement self-contained trailer, ODD lob specialist,
SERVICE SPECIALS
C. Steele 753-2875.
tor, Kenlake State Re- 150 OLDS transmission
BR. Apply Hilldale with one bedroom up- air & awning. Call ceiling fans, electrical,
Redman, 14x70 3
$100.
1968
Ford
truck
sort Park, Rt. 1, Hardin,
22. Musical
Apts., Hardin. Ky. stairs apartment and two 435-4429.
MUFFLERS
plumbing, fencing. You
front cap $175, 360
BR Mobile Home.
Ky. 42048.
E qual Housing bedroom garage apart- 1982 HONEY mini mo- natpe it,- I do it. You
ELECTRIC Wurlitzer
engine
$350,
3-speed
$1050
LUMBER -mill work.
down
Opportunity.
ment. Location 1/2 block tor home, 24 ft. rear buy, I install- You
Counter sales position transmission with piano, 49300. Call
TWO bedroom furnished from HoSpital. 713 Elm bath, 21,000 miles, 1 -break, I .fix. Call 436
$144.6
7
per
month.
753-3704
,
1803
overdriv
College
e
$85,
chrome
open at Tress Building
owner. Like new. Phone 2868
and one bedroon un- Street. Call 1-395-4756.
Farm Rd.
Installed
This home is already
Center, Benton, Ky. bumpers $35, power
759-1889 days or 753-0114
furnished apartment,
steering
with
Double
pump $90, 24. Miscell
Wrapped,
setup
47.
Must have at least 1
Motorc
in
ycles
Fox
evenings
Lease
.
and
deposit
reaneous
For TN. & antenna
year experience in re- rear end $50, windshield
Aluminized Shell,
quired, no pets, adults RONDA '185 3-wheeler.
Meadow
s
Mobile
4vic8'
MASONITE siding
repair on all brands
tail sales of lumber & $40, bed $100, white
only. Call 753-9208 after 4 Excellent condition, 52. Boats-Motors
Welded Baffles &
Home Park. Contact
mill work. Call 527-1461 spoke wheels $60, $9.75 and up. Mid-South
of TV's 26 years
pm.
15'
STAR
Craft,
1971.$800.
Seams. whisper
Call
753-0141.
radiator
$40, 15" & 16" Wholesale Building; 342
or 759-4028 ask for
Glenn Starks, Starks
uNFURNISHErnf
experience Comlike new, motor comSlug wheels $40 set. East Washington;
Quiet Sound.
Steve.
duplex apt. 1831 Farmer 48. Auto Services
pletely reworked. Width
Mobile Bros. Mobile
petitive prices. Same
SALES management 1977 Impala body parts, Paris; 642-2552.
Ave. Private carport & GOOD
85"
6
to
Phone
8
passenge
r.
day
service
Homes, Benton, Ky.
trainee. If you are a rear end S50. 1972 BEARCAT 300 scanner,
driveway. Married batterie reconditioned motor 60 hp Evenrude
s, guaranteed.
753-6
Call
001
7530922.
hard worker with a Chevelle body parts, 50 channel programacouple. No pets. $100 $15. Call
Canvas covers & trailer
'Most Amor
753-3711.
Cor••Liohr
successful work or self rear end $35. 1973 ble. Topper for import
deposit, $200 rent. Reincluded. Price to sell.
Trucks.
Some
Foro•en Cars
Murray
employment history in Chevelle body parts, truck, metal with side
ference required. Call INSTANT credit, 96 Call 753-2813.
days same as cash.
sales/sales manage- rear end $35. Complete doors. Loveseat, brown
NICE 12x65 trailer, 2 br, 492-8174.
Appliance
Master Muffler & Brake 16 FT. Stinger bass
ment. we have a career jeep running gear mi- plaid, good condition.
57
Wanted
boat, 115 Mercury. Real
2
bath, 6 mi. east of 33. Rooms for Rent
nus
engine
631
4th.
S.
Call
$400.
Contact
759-4476
John
after
1969
5p.m.
753-1586
opportunity for you. Be
good condition. Call
Murray on 94 east. All
Jeep
R001)
Hoskins.
.
any type. up to
Comman
do
FIREW
body
OOD.
End
of
a part of a successful
212 Main Street
435-4429.
new carpet, new well & ROOMS near ..campus.
4' long & 12"'diameter 4
sales team, if you have parts. 1973 Ford truck season sale. Buy now &
Boys
only.
Call
1979
753-5561.
Murray,
PROCRA
49.
Ky
Used Cars
FT 1506
pump, 2.6 acres of
S of Murray on 641
the qualirictions. • Ex- doors $40, 302 engine save. $20 a rick, dewith
farmed land. 'Call 753753-9251
1972 FORD LTD. air, power85 H.P: Merdiry,
cellent benefit program $225. 14" & 15" radial & livered. Call 438-2469.
34.
Houses
for
Rent
frith,
Minnkota
am-fm radro, new tires. 565
•Sales and manage- bias-ply tires 815425. ToR 15 days while 3894.
ft. operated trolling
ment classroom & on 1970 Chevrolet truck supply lasts NORTHERN built TAM 2 BR, bath & half. Nice Call after 6p.m. motor,
lowrance depth
job training • Promo- rear end $50. 753-0307 12"x14"x16' foam logs mobile _home. Newly & private. 6 miles north 753-7485.
finder with 2 transtion & pay increases after 6p.m.
for $20 ea. 12"x12"x16" decorated, built in dis- of town. Call 753-8512.
1974 BUICK Regal, ps, ducers,
$4000. Phone
BR, fully carpeted. Etc. pb, ac. 2 sets of wheels
based on merits • SMALL Conure parrof foam logs $18 ea. Call hwasher, washer &
759-1233.
Excellent earnings op- • cage, $100 or trade for Mon-Fri 8a.m.-4:30p.m. dryer, ceiling fan, all gas heat. No pets. 209 s. & tires. Call 759-1310 NEW
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
pontoon boat
gas, central air. Excel- 13th. $275 a month, before 4p.m. or 753-4544
portunity • Excellent car. Call 436-5510.
753-7684
Johnso
n
motor,
.re& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
availab
le
now.
lent
Call
condition
. Call 753
advancement opporafter 5p.m.
FOR sale, quilted
cently purchased. Call
753-4882.
0318.
•
tunity. Send resume to 14. Want to Buy
quilts. Call after 5p.m
OVER
1975 RONDA Civic. 4, 759-1087.
OWNER left state. Musf SMALL 2 BR house, cyl., std. 4-speed. Good
Marion Pepsi Cola Bot- 350-300 GAL propane 753-2327.
•
70 YEARS
private lot, gas heat. No condition. Good gas 53. Services
SOLID WOOD CABINETS •
tling Co. P.O. Box 129, tank, 100 amp
FxPERIENci
Offered
electric JOHN Deer 112 riding sell large 12x70 mobile pets. $185
RAISED PANEL DOORS•
Marion, III. 62959 service pole, box.
per month. mileage. $950. Call 759home,
many
'extras,
lawn
mower,
electric
Call
Stich • °dip • Walnut • Cher-ft
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Attention: Paris.
4510 after sp.m.
start, 40" cut, like $7500. B-4 Coach Es- Call 753-6931.
436-5821.
GUNCASE
S • MANILES • BOOKCASES•
Factory
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
brand new. Call 759-4476 tates. For information TWO or Three bedroom 1976 MERZTRY Mon- Tappan, authorized for
Kelvinator and • CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE•FURNITUR
house, energy efficient arch. Good condition.
753-5292.
after 5p.m.
REFINISHING
Brown. Service on ,gas • COMPOTITIVE PRICES Drop By & Sao E
with appliances, no pets. Call 753-4063.
Our Display
NEED' exhaust or brake
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
and
electric
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
ranges.
Call 759-9223 ask for Re- 1977
•
work but short on cash?
DELTA 88 Old- microwaves, disGold
1212 Main Murray, Ky.
Silver
753-5940
We have credit availa- 10x40 MOBIL' home. gina. After 5 pm call 753- smobile. Good condi- hwashers
,
reClosed
••
••
• ••••••
Closed
•
••6
ble. Master Muffler & Large private lot. for 1 5455tion. New tires. Call frigerators, etc. Earl
Yesterday 299.50
Brake 631 S. 4th. Con- or 2 adults, $85 per THREE bedroom after 8:30p.m. 759-4888.
Yesterday
6.14
Lovett,
354-6956
or 753house.appliances fur- 197'8
month. Call 489-2595.
Opened
tact John Hoskins.
CI-IRYSLER 5341.
Opened
nished, heat pump and Newport.
NEW
weddg
OR
3
BR,
gown
Today
tarnished
for
pa,
pb,
clim,
299.00
APPLIANCE
Today
6.01
sale, never been worn. AC/natural gas. Shady fully energy efficient. ate control, cruise con- SERVICE. Kenmor
Down
e.
.50
Call 759-9223 ask for Re- trol,
Down
.13
Oaks 753-5209.
Call 759-1551.
power windows & Westinghouse,
gina. After 5pm call 753- seats.
Complimpnts of:
48.000 mi. Excel- Whirlpool. 22 years
PANELING! Paneling! FOR rent, mobile home,
•PRESCRIPTIONS 'FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
5455.
•
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
lent condition., Must experience. Parts and
Paneling! $4.75 and up. furnished, nice. Virgil
'HOSPI
TAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
JEWELERS-- OLYMPIC PLAZA
sell. 436-2879.
Mid-South Wholesale Reding, Hwy 641 1 mile
service. Bobby Hopper.
Building; 342 East from Hazel, Ky. Call 37. Livestock-Supplies
1978 DATSITh.1 280Z. 1978 Bob's Appliance Ser753 7113
'LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
Washington; Paris; 642- 492-8806:
Olds 98 Regency. 4 dr. vice, 202 S 5th St.
. Rent $150
We buy Gold. Silver & Diomoiu4.
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
2552.
month, $300 deposit.
Hours: 10 8 Doily, 17 5 Surirloy
PEACOCKS for sale, loaded. 1981 GMC Business 753-4872. 43EPROM dress, size 10, RICE. 2 BR trailer near male & female. Also. Sierra Classic P.U. day 5848 (home)
Free Delivery on Prescriptions in City Limits
southern bell style. Murray. No pets. Call peacock feathers Call 753-4703. nite 759-1274.
Worn once. $50. Call 489-2811.
1978 MERCURY Ze436-2305.
afteer 5p.m. 753-9984.
pher, 4 dr, air, clean,
Aluminum
runs good. 1986 Lincoln.
SEASONED firewoodServic
e Co.
2 dr, hard top, fully
oak, hickory,' mixed
Aluminum and vinyl
equipped. 438-2380.
hardwoods $30/rick
siding. Custom trim
delivered. Min. order 2
MS MT:STANG IT. V8. 4
work. References.
speed. ghia package.
ricks. Call John Boyer
ll WIII Ed Balloy.
Excellent condition. Not
7339
THUM load aluminum
a hot rod. Low miles.
ladder .sale. Step -.ladReasonably priced. Be- CAR
needMisc. & decorative items, brass,
repaIrs
7
ders: 4'- $22.99. 5fore 5p -ii. 759-1300 ext.
We'll repair it now, you
$23.99", 6'- $24.99, Er,
202, after 5p.m. 759-1551.
marble
, bisque. Hand took, split'can pay later Master
$46.99. Extension
1978 PARK Ave. Loaded Muffler
East Main-2 Blocks
&
Brake
631
S
mauls
ting
& hammers.
ladder:. I4'- $38.99. 16.with extras. Excellent 4th. Contac
t John
Past RR On Left
$38.99, 20'• $54.99, 24'condtion. $4900. Call Hoskins.
Tarp
Strap
s 31" & 41- 66'
$67.99, 28'- $97.99 Wallin
753-7275.
Antiques, tools, glass, toys, iewelm
Lost Late Dec. 84
DILL Electric is now re
Hardware Paris.
1979 FORD Thunder- winding
Hand Blown Glass $1.20
electric motois
lamps, bells and manysdecoratiye
TRUCK load water
Norweigian Black 8 Gray Male
bird, ac,, ps. pb. cruise
'Call 753.9104
heater
sale.
Round
yr.
5
control,
Spray
am-fm ceesetee
Gun Dripless Cups $ 1 1.20
items, odd pieces of'furniture and
Elkhound. "Racer" No Collar.
glass lined tanks,
stereo, "almost new
double heating
Casse
Irrigation
some agri. spray equipment. ,
tte Tapes 3/90',
Residentia
tires, $2900 Call 753l
$100.00 Reward. No Questions
elements, 30 gal.- $99.99.
CAMPBELL WELL
8702. Flea Market dealers welcome-.
Asked For Dog or information
40 gal.-- 6100.99, 50 gal.1980 OLD§ Cutlass
DRILUNG
$13W.99. Table top
Brougham. Excellent
McKenzie Tn
Leadi
ng To Recovery of Dog.
models. 30 gal.- $179.09.
condition. 759-9238.
Cell Collect
East Main Past R.R. Tracks
James Shelton -Auctioneer
Children's Pet. Dr. Hal Houston.
40 gal.- $199.99, 50 gal 1982 BT. ICK Regal. 2 dr.
904-352-3671 or
$209 .99. -Wallin
Friday & Saturday
901 352-5704
brown & beige. Beauti759-4433
Hardware, Paris
Free Estimates
ful car Call 759-4012.
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$2995*

1.011

Onuars

WALLIS DRUG

AUCTION

ci

GARAGE SALE
PLUS

Thurs. Feb. 28th
6:30 p.m.
Harrell's Farm Store

Harrells Farm Store
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PAlit.

OBITUARIES
-

Funeral for
Mrs. Sarah
Corwin held

FRIDAY. FEKKI .‘lt 1 22. 11985
that's a critical consideration. Howeversone
of the disadvantages of
choosing these institutions to handle yourIRA
Now
...o•
;....00m.,
is the •'guaranteed"
return you receive can,
was the son of the late
and probably will, lose
R. Randall Saladin
John Wesley Myers and
buying poWer as inflation
Effie Mae pwann
522 West Main
rises. For example, if inMyers._
flation is held to 6 per502-753-7401
He is survived by his
cent. prices will double
wife, Mrs. Frances
12 years. Due_to the
in
Rogers Myers; one
fact inflation has consister. Mrs. ,Edwin
13,‘ Randy Saladin
sistently risen since 19'57,
(Robbie Nell.) Owen.
this • iS a .plausible
Tampa: Fla.; one
We'vt•
banks;the funds usually scenario Of what could
brother. Hafford B. itettivim.n1 AtAlotiut:-. 01 are invested in
(1)s: with happen to your hardMyers. Clarksville, IRAs olfvr significant insurance
companies. earned IRA dollars.
Tenn.
Stooli annuities. In fact, hanks• For this reason, many
tax benefits.
Two surviving can he set i;isirit• hy
:nr-1 savings and joans` people choose to purnephews ar,e Rodney M. yoirking couple. and it's. currently hold half of all chase a self-directed IRA
Miller, Orlando, Fla.. all tax deductible. But. IRA money invested to from a brokerage firm.
and- • John R.- Myers.--the "real 'purpose
dfe Others prefer to This means, • %%lth - the
Clarksville, Tenn. A IRA is to establish
self-direct their IRA in- help of a professional.
great niece is Meredith retirement fund. Anti. vestments • through they distribute their anMiller and a great our. retirement lifestyte brokerage firms. The in- nual $2.000 contribution
nephew is Brian P. largely will depend on stitution you choose to in- among any of the inMiller, both of Orlando. where we invest our vest your IRA funds with vestments that firm ofFla.'
retirement dolllars. find depends on your retire- fers.. 'Corporate . bonds.
The J.H. Churchill how much they earn.
ment goals, how much and common stock are
Funeral Home will be in
:Most people establish risk, if any, you're will- two examples of the
charge. of the funeral •lRAs- with banking in- ing. to -take: and what types of IRA-investments
a - nd burial Slitutions
- inStiVance kind- Of result's you ex- • you could purchase from
arrangements.
" companies. In the case of pect your investment to a broker. The advantage
produce.
of self-directing your
Ho.
I" IN,
•I:
1 • I ! !lo
One of the primary ad- IRA funds is you par!WAD"
I•I!
•114 'O. 1:
-.0
!I1/
11.•
I • .!
•1: 1111
vantages of investing ticipate in the economy
• •11. 0111: On
I • 1 :7.11 !:11 110.
,1111•11,11 "1..14.
IRA funds with banks and, hopefully. earn - a
11.. 1.••111,11.41, :1. 19/1:4
1-01111,
•1$ 1111 111011
and
intitl ranee
I• i
('Om- return that outpaces -inherlllll I,. 11'.6r.ha.r,
sr.... 111166,
1 • I 1 GNI 1411 11.•
•19.1111 II 1111
Market Itrinort In, lorte.6.
pa n ics
is
you're flation. The disadvan11,S 1.!.11111
01
tut Go. I .t 11
'.1,tion• .
rript•
guitl.an teed a specific tage is you may not be
...11
SISS.IIII 1.
1 • 1 1 I -W..0 fits
Itarrov.• A 1.111, .:7. 1.011
•11.1111 1: 1111
• i 3 1,111/6...
onrler leo 111, 00000•1111 •11,111.1 -01010111
return on the dollars you guaranteed a specific
•,1/4.00
Po
110
A
inn
INS 1..s‘, r. 111.1.1. WO 110.
I S•.!
, IMO
/11
invest. For some people retUrn, and you take the
li.oar• N.l!
"lead In 1.00 lomer

Edward
Jonas
Er Co.

Dale Myers dies Thursday

'James Dale Myers.
60, Rt. 7. Murray. died
Thursday at 11:20 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. His
death followed an exThe funeral for Mrs. tended illness.
Born April 27, 1924. he
Sarah L. Corwin was today at 1030 a.m. at St.
Leo's Catholic Church:
Fr. Louis Piskula officiated. Mrs. Clarence
Rohwedder was
organist.
Services for Miss
Pallbearers were
Larry Wheeler...Al Gay, Brenda Carol Towery
Andy' Rochoy, John will be' Saturday at 2
evans Dennis Nall, Bud p.m. in the chapel of the
Nall. John Pasco and Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home.
Bill Pasco.
John Dale and Robert
Burial was in the Murray Memorial Gardens Usrey will officiate.
with arrangements by Jerry Bolls will direct
the J.H. Churchill the song service.
Burial will follow in
Funeral Home.
•
Mrs. Corwin, 93. died the Green- Plain
Tuesday at 12:05 p.m. at ..Cerrietery.
Friends may call at
West View Nursing
Home. Her husband. the funeral home.
Miss Towery, 20, Rt.
Dennis M. Corwin, died
1, Murray,"died ThursOct. 28-. 1983.
She is survived by one day at g:30 a.m. at her
.daughter. Mrs. Mildred home.
She is survived by her
Nall. Murray; two sons,
Dennis N.- Corwin, parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Diablo, Calif.. and Frank Towery; one
Robert L. .Corwin, brother, Steve Towery
Manhattan Beach, and wife, Cindy; her
Calif.: seven grand- grandparents,. Mr. and • wai-Yyt sehs to' L.aSS
children; four great- Mrs. Herman Holland
and Lace Towery.
grandchildren.

Services for
Miss Towery
on Saturday'

rill
Nvi‘

Financial Focus Series

chance that your return
on the dollars invested in
your. IRA ' will ,be
significantly more. equal
to or less than you'd
hoped.
You
could,
however, purchase fixeN
income investments glich
as corporate bonds or
growth-oriented
investments such
as
common-stock mutual
hinds for your selfdirected IRA if you want

Opening Saturday!

Country Jeans
5 Miles 94 East Murray
759-1062
Owners:
Charlene & Jimmie Lyons

Name Brand Jeans
Available:
*Lee •Palamettas
*Chic •Touche' & Prairie Rose
•Sunset Blues 'Men's Levi's
Ladies Blouses & Denim Vests

Hog market

•

Se

S !Or

the best of both worlds
Remember,
to
establish an IRA you
must nut wily decide
when to- open your ac- count - and you now only have until April 15 in
any given year - but
also what type of institution to establish it with.,
These ore probably some
of the-most important
financial decisions you'll
aVer make.

Open Saturday 9-5
or by appointment

Loss • Wal-Marl Sells for Less • \A„. •Wol-Mort Sells for Less •Wol-Mort Sells for

Less •Wol-Mort Sells for Less

•Wol-Mort Sells
•

WAL-MART

Imes rites to be Saturday
-Services for Whitt the funeral home after 5
Imes will be Saturday at p.m. today (Friday.).
Mr. Imes, 76, died
3:30 p.m. in the chapel
of the J.H. Churchill Wednesday at 9:45 p.m.
at his home in Almo. His
Funeral Home.
R.B. Barton and John wife, Dee, died Feb. 8,
Dale will officiate. The 1980.
song service will be by
tle is survived by two
singers- from the sisters, Mrs. Pogue
Se-venth- and _Poplar _ (Kathleen _Outland,
Church of Christ.
West Palm Beach, Fla.,
Burial will follow in and Mrs. Jim (Flol
the Temp 1-e Hill Powers, St. *Matthews;
Cemetery.
four nieces; four
Friends may call at nephews.

vs
•1111.

r-

.Portable
Ironing Board
Reg. $3.97

54
1
vi

Frank M. Davis dies today
Frank M. Davis, 51.
New Concord, died today at 8:30 a.m. at
Lourdes Hospital.
Paducah. He was a
retired employee of
Chrysler Division, St.
Louis,. Mo., and had
been residing in
Calloway County for
about 2% years.
Born Jan. 23, 1934, in
Illinois, he was the son
of the late James Davis
and Marie Ingleton
Davis.
He is stirvived by, two
sons, James R. Davis
and Marshall L. Davis,

Shawneetown, III.; one
brother," Fred Davis;
Ridgway. Ill.; one step.
daughter, Ms. Carla
Johnson, and two step.
sons, Robert Williams
and Ronnie Williams,
Ellisville. Mo.
Visitation will be from
4 .to 9 p.m. Saturday at
the Max Churchill
Funeral Home.

•

Bunte
Orange
Slices

100 Page
Photo Album

•

Every Day Low Price

IA

The body will be
transferred to the Cox
F-uneral Home,
RidgwaY, Ill. Burial will
follow in the Jackson
Cemetery there.

•

Reg. 67c
so
•

Church attendance listed
•

PRINCETON, N.J.
(API - On a typical
week in 1984, 40 percent
of the American people
went to church, reports
the Gallup p011

llinistrv names
11(11%. president
MADISON, Wis.(AP)
- Inter-Varsityi Christian -Fellowship,- whichmaintains ministries on
campuses across the
-country; has chosen theRev-. ,!Gtrdon MacDonald; 45, as its new
president.
MacDonfid, for 12
years pastor of Grace
Chapel in Lexington,
Mass., and for the last
,year a minister for
World Vision, a relief
organization, was
elected by fellowship
trustees to succeed
James McLeish who has
retired.

organization.
It says church attendance has remained
remarkably constant
for 12 years, not varying
more than 1, percent
from the 40-percent
mark since 1972.
The 1984 figures show_
51 percent of Roman
Catholics and 39 percent
of Protestants attended
church in a typical
week.

•
•

•

Mylanta

Vicks NyQuil
•10 Ounce Liquid
'Limit 2
'Reg. 4.36

12 Ounce
Reg. 2.18

0

vs
43

GRAVEL
We Haul
Coldwater
Pit Gravel
435-4343
435-4319

Toilet Bowl
Deodorant

Arrid Extra Dry
Solid Twin Pack

-r""- -•-•

.3 Ounces 'Cherry, lemon,
pine or strawberry 'Limit 3
•Reg. 52c

K&K STUMP REMOVAL
, 11.10,01• %tunnel up
We (01
to 20 below the ground
42S 4343 or 433 4319
1`.1e," Hou1 •,1

Keep That Great
GM Feeling With
Genuine GM Parts
0110161•61. MOTO'S C011•00•1101.

•1119.

Special
Kitty

opy r nts rom ns an
Prints Or Color Snapshots

•Reg 1.64
•

1980 Oldsmobile Starfire
•

$3277 $3477 $3977 $2927

2877

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
133-2417

641 IL ?Mornay

Have copy prints made from your
favorite instant print.or color snapshot

1.33

L
e-::.:
Wale Ver-

T' ADVE
•

•

Mon.-Sat. 9-9. Sun. 12:40-5:30 _
Hwy. 641 N.

Sale Ends 2-25-85

Ea,

Coupon Expires

2-25-85

MERCHANDISE Poucy
aereresse own in moo
Cqeck

140**Yer 0 dud .
Meohon to hove every
to any unforeseen M1000 en advertised item es not avarjabte to,
on leauirst, tgr the
1340Crall• Wit- Mort wo astre • Ran
merchandise to he Ourt/wsed rit the $.111P Once whenever avertable
,parable reducbc• pf1C. W.
vrel sell yo.. a srtrulataern at•co,
,.:11,1 tram./ luantaws 1..mitations \rood in Nen. Me•CO

c

rierCord

VISA

WAHIMART

•
.
11
•

.for Less •Wal Mort

Sells for Less •Wal.Nlost Sells or Less •Wol Mort Sells for Loss • Neol

Mort Sells for Loss •Wol Mart Sells for Less •Wal Mort Sells for less •Wal Mort

r•

•

